DUKE UNIVERSITY

GRADUATION EXERCISES

WALLACE WADE STADIUM

Sunday, the Twelfth of May, Two Thousand and Two
Ten O’clock in the Morning
NOTES ON ACADEMIC DRESS

Academic dress had its origin in the Middle Ages. When the European universities were taking form in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, scholars were also clerics, and they adopted robes similar to those of their monastic orders. Caps were a necessity in drafty buildings, and copes or capes with hoods attached were needed for warmth. As the control of universities gradually passed from the church, academic costume began to take on brighter lines and to employ varied patterns in cut and color of gown and type of headdress.

The use of academic costume in the United States has been continuous since Colonial times, but a clear protocol did not emerge until an intercollegiate commission in 1893 recommended a uniform code. In this country, the design of a gown varies with the degree held. The bachelor's gown is relatively simple with long pointed sleeves as its distinguishing mark. The gown for the master's degree has an oblong sleeve with the rear part cut square and the front part with a cut-away arc. The most elaborate academic costume is the doctoral gown with velvet panels down the front and three bars of the same material across the sleeves. The velvet is usually black, but it may be a color designating the field of study to which the degree pertains. The gown itself, usually black like those of the lower degrees, may be of a color distinctive of a particular university.

The hood bears a still larger symbolic burden: the width of its velvet trimming designates the level of the degree; the color heralds the major field of study; and the lining identifies the institution that granted the degree. Duke University is symbolized by a lining of Duke blue with a white chevron.

The cap, originally round, is usually a square mortarboard and is the same for all degrees. The standard tassel for the cap is black, but the cap worn with the doctoral robe may have a gold tassel.

The Duke doctoral gown, worn today by candidates from the Graduate School, by Trustees and Officers of the University, and by several of the principals in the Exercises, is in the authentic Duke blue. The Duke University shield, embroidered in blue on white, is applied to each front panel. With this gown there may be worn a black velvet, four-pointed, soft tam with a square top and a gold metallic bullion tassel.

SIGNIFICANCE OF COLORS

Colors indicating fields of study and colors identifying some of the universities represented by members of the faculties of the University are:

- Arts, Letters, Humanities—white
- Business Administration—drab
- Divinity, Theology—scarlet
- Economics—copper
- Education—light blue
- Engineering—orange
- Fine Arts—brown
- Forestry—russet
- Law—purple
- Medicine—green
- Music—pink
- Nursing—apricot
- Philosophy—dark blue
- Science—golden yellow

- Cambridge—scarlet
- Chicago—maroon
- Columbia—Columbia blue and white
- Duke—Duke blue and white
- Harvard—crimson
- Johns Hopkins—black and old gold
- Massachusetts—maroon and white
- Michigan—gold and azure blue
- M.I.T.—cardinal red and silver gray
- North Carolina—light blue and white
- Northwestern—purple and white
- Oxford—royal blue and red
- Pennsylvania—red and navy blue
- Princeton—orange and black
- Stanford—cardinal
- Virginia—navy blue and orange
- Yale—Yale blue

MACE AND CHAIN OF OFFICE

Again at commencement, ceremonial use is made of two important insignia given to Duke University in memory of Benjamin N. Duke. Both the mace and chain of office are the gifts of anonymous donors and of the Mary Duke Biddle Foundation. They were designed and executed by Professor Kurt J. Matzdorf of New Paltz, New York, and were dedicated and first used at the inaugural ceremonies of President Sanford in 1970.

The Mace, the symbol of authority of the University, is made of sterling silver throughout. It is thirty-seven inches long and weighs about eight pounds. At the lower end of the hammered shaft is a gilt (gold-plated) pine cone. The upper end of the shaft displays the inscription Universitas Dukiana 1838. This inscription is surmounted by a short, hammered neck followed by the head which has eight flutings alternating with eight gilt ribs. Above the head of the mace, a band carries the motto of Duke University: Erudito et Religio. The upper end of the mace is a crown of gilt laurel leaves which carries the seal of Duke University surrounded by the three symbols of the Trinity to indicate that Duke University emerged from Trinity College.

The Chain of Office of the President of Duke University is four feet long and is also made of sterling silver throughout. The main part consists of nine silver pine cones alternating with ten gilt clusters of three laurel leaves each. In the front hangs the gilt medallion with the official seal of Duke University surrounded by a laurel wreath into which are set the three symbols of the Trinity. In the back is the gilt coat of arms of the Duke family with the motto In Adversis Ideni set in a sterling wreath of laurel leaves and bearing the inscription Duke.
Order of Procession

The audience remains seated during the procession until all candidates enter the stadium. When the Wind Symphony sounds the fanfare which signals the entrance of the faculty, the audience and candidates will rise and remain standing for the prayer and the hymn.

Flourish for Wind Band ......................................................... Ralph Vaughan Williams (1872–1958)

The Duke University Wind Symphony
Thomas A. Jenner, Conductor

Processional Marches

The Chief Student Marshals
Candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Arts
Candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Science
Candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Science in Engineering
Candidates for the degree of Master of Engineering Management
Candidates for the degree of Master of Health Sciences
Candidates for the degree of Master of Health Sciences in Biometry
Candidates for the degree of Master of Health Sciences in Clinical Research
Candidates for the degree of Master of Science in Nursing
Candidates for the degree of Master of Environmental Management
Candidates for the degree of Master of Forestry
Candidate for the degree of Master in Church Ministries
Candidates for the degree of Master of Theological Studies
Candidates for the degree of Master of Business Administration
Candidates for the degree of Master of Public Policy
Candidates for the degree of Master of Arts in Teaching
Candidates for the degree of Master of Science
Candidates for the degree of Master of Arts
Candidates for the degree of Master of Divinity
Candidates for the degree of Master of Theology
Candidates for the degree of Juris Doctor
Candidates for the degree of Master of Laws
Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Juridical Science
Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Physical Therapy
Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Medicine
Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy
The General Faculty Marshal-Professor Peter H. Burian
Marshals for the Faculties of Arts and Sciences- Professor Steven W. Baldwin and Professor Barbara R. Shaw
Members of the Faculties of Arts and Sciences
Marshal for the Faculty of the Pratt School of Engineering- Associate Professor Phillip L. Jones
Members of the Faculty of the Pratt School of Engineering
Marshal for the Faculty of the School of Nursing- Assistant Clinical Professor Marcia S. Lorimer
Members of the Faculty of the School of Nursing
Marshal for the Faculty of the Nicholas School of the Environment and Earth Sciences- Professor Daniel Richter
Members of the Faculty of the Nicholas School of the Environment and Earth Sciences
Marshal for the Faculty of the Fuqua School of Business- Associate Professor Julie A. Edell
Members of the Faculty of the Fuqua School of Business
Marshal for the Faculty of the Divinity School- Professor James L. Crenshaw
Members of the Faculty of the Divinity School
Marshal for the Faculty of the School of Law- Professor Robinson O. Everett
Members of the Faculty of the School of Law
Marshal for the Faculty of the School of Medicine- Associate Professor Mark W. Sebastian and Associate Clinical Professor Delbert R. Wigfall

Members of the Faculty of the School of Medicine
Members of the Faculty, Retiring
Members of the University Administration
Members of the Board of Trustees
Members of the Platform Group
The Dean of the Chapel
Deans of the Faculties
Honorary and their Faculty Sponsors
Trustee Sponsors for Honorary
The Provost
The Student Speaker
The Chair of the Board of Trustees
The Commencement Speaker
The University Marshal
The President
Program

Nannerl O. Keohane, President of the University
Presiding

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM

THE INVOCATION................................................................. William H. Willimon
Dean of the Chapel

HYMN—Tune: St. Anne

1. O God, our help in ages past,
   Our hope for years to come,
   Our shelter from the stormy blast,
   And our eternal home!

2. Before the hills in order stood,
   Or earth received her frame,
   From everlasting Thou art God,
   To endless years the same.

3. A thousand ages in Thy sight,
   Are like an evening gone;
   Short as the watch that ends the night,
   Before the rising sun.

4. O God, our help in ages past,
   Our hope for years to come;
   Be Thou our guide while life shall last,
   And our eternal home! Amen.

—Isaac Watts
(1674-1748)

REMARKS BY A STUDENT.................................................. Timothy Michael Saintsing
Candidate for the degree of Master of Public Policy

Introduction
Peter Lange
Provost

THE CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES............................. Introduction
Harold L. Yoh, Jr.
Chair, Board of Trustees

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS................................................ Thomas K. Wolfe, Jr.
Journalist

THE CONFERRING OF EARNED DEGREES ................................ Introduction
Peter Lange

Presentations
Richard A. White
University Marshal

RECOGNITIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

CLOSING ANNOUNCEMENTS................................................... Richard A. White

ALMA MATER

*The audience stands for the Alma Mater and remains standing until the platform group and the faculties leave the Stadium.*

Dear Old Duke, thy name we sing,
To thee our voices raise, we'll raise,
To thee our anthems ring
in everlasting praise.

And though on life's broad sea
Our fates may far us bear,
We'll ever turn to thee
Our Alma Mater dear.

—R. H. James '24

PROCESSION OUT

*Crown Imperial.......................................................... William Walton
(1902-1983)*

"... In Beauty Bearing the Crown Imperial..."
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Presented by Dean Robert J. Thompson, Jr.

September 1, 2001

Erin Hillary Abrams
Maria Meno Avanesian
Tarrah Camille Bey
Mark Squire Boone
Kristina Marie Brigham
Christopher Michael Brower
Kathryn Elizabeth Brown
Brian Roger Charville
Mark Oakes Cobleigh
Edgar Alco Inocencia Deguia
Mai Cadeeke Diggis

Kaneeddack Nobelle Adams
Salah Kathryn Aldrich
Sabeen Asad Ali
Rafael Santiago Angelats
† Laurence Elizabeth Armstrong
Rebecca Brooks Bell
Paul Michael Blanfichild
Joel Patrick Bonamo
Shalaya Noel Broster
Devlin Blair Casey
Benjamin Michael Erdeljac
Tina Renee Fulp
Cari Beth Goldman
Tyran De Ron Grissom

Michael Robert Hart
Janee Brooke Hayes
Aaron Roosevelt Jones
Kelli Lauren Keck
Stefanie Jean Kraay
Nathan John Krill
Alana S. Lewis
Anne-Marie May Lewis
Joshua George Lipsker
Shawn Michael Lynch
Alexandra Sarah Macy
Elizabeth Ann Marhoffner
Nadia Mazhar
Amanda Noelle Miller

La-Crystall Rochelle Kelly
Patrick Jean Lanier
Rebecca Grimsley Matkov
Brian Wayne Maxey
Akliah Michelle McIntyre
Rochelle Charmaine Parent
Catherine Gibson Preston
Terry Joseph Rain
Cristina M. Rivera
Stephen Edward Senter
Charles Alderman Shaw
Maisha Zikia Smart
Maureen Tara Stahl
Frederick Richard L. Steingraber
Catherine Robbins Stuart
Novia Taneisha Taylor
Robert Eli Telzer
Dana Denise Williams
Lashawn Camille Williams
Michael Paul Zulandt

Marla Wynn Schonwald
Damasi C. Sims
Virginia Vaughan Sinclair
Courtney Spence
Gregory Seth Stephens
Andrew Charles Strecker
Elizabeth Ann Sullivan
Kimberly Ann Susko
Jason Scott Taub
Susan Renee Thomas
Amanda Katherine Tolomei
Kasey Lorraine Truman
Megan Rose-Lee Williams

May 12, 2002

Eduardo Abrao-Netto
Kathryn Blair Adams
Naa Dede Awula Addy
Zachary Adger
Nadene Halim Agour
Claire Coleman Ager
Scott O'Brien Aker
Abdullah Al-Amin Al-Arani
LeighAnna Allen
Joshua Andrew Altman
Terese Marie Aluko
Marcelino J. Alvarez
Amin Aminfar
Jacob Maxwell Anderson
Paul F. Anderson
Larissa Elaine Andrews
Maria del Pillar Antorchia
Jenna Bassin Appelbaum
Kelly Diane Armstrong
Linda D. Arndt
Nicole Helene Arnot
Elizabeth Helen Aronin
Katherine Faser Arthur
Beverly Ahenaa Asante
Brett Elizabeth Ascarelli
Sofya Helena Asfaw
Viki White Askonnis
Nicholas David Atchison
Deanna Janen Atchiley
Kelly Lane Atkinson
Kathleen Rena Atlas
James Michael Auslander
Asli Avcioğlu
David Alexander Avila
Reka Babu
Gregory Christopher Baecher
Abigail Anne Baker

G. Brendan Ballard
Bradley James Valdez Balukjian
Stephanie Erin Banks
Sarah Catherine Barbee
Kathleen Mary Barcus
Sarah Nicole Bardellini
Holland Locke Barksdale
Martin Frank Barna
Bridget Sheri Barnes
Lisa Rachel Barry
Catherine Helen Barsoum
Isabelle Marie Bateman
David William Bavoso
Monica Warrenita Belle
Charles Andre Benemerito
Donald Scott Bennett
Julia Von Bennett
Jed Pilkinson Bentley
Alison Rochlin Benton
Melissa Lynne Berger
Jennie Porterfield Berkesch
Carlo Gianno Bertucci
Brian Clayton Bevan
Gaurav Bhattacharyya
Melissa Brook Bird-Voge
Erica Elizabeth Biro
Briar Hoves Bishop
Alexander Scott Blackwelder
Alexis Renee Blane
Adam Roy Blitzer
Eric Scott Gilbert Blumenfeld
Dorain Jay Bolden
Eric Le-Minh-Duc Bonno
Michael Anderson Bottomy
Courtney Mondeishe Botts
Lauren Elizabeth Bowman
Katherine Elizabeth Bradley

Christine Nicole Bradshaw
Kathryn Anne Bradwell
Mara Joy Brain
Melissa Danielle Bramowitz
Patricia Anne Brandtettin
Bianca Aguiar Briola
Douglas William Britt
Joshua Isaac Brodsky
Matthew Louis Brody
Andrew Eric Brookens
Crystal Lynne Brown
† Julie Paige Brown
Utakwa O. Brown
Christopher Paul Bruce
Lee Elizabeth Bullock
† Brian Jeremy Bunnell
Katherine T. Burgess
Tshawanda Janell Burke
Susan Elizabeth Burnett
Matthew Scott Burton
Blake Adam Byrnes
April Michelle Caldwell
Julie Anne Caldonito
Angela Rae Callanan
Michael Javier Calvo
Shauna N. C. Campbell
Margaret McQueen Cantrell
James Milton Canzoniero
Kristin Louise Carlucci
Michael Phillip Carolan
Anna Fargo Carollo
David Baird Carpenter
Rebecca Malina Carr
Kathleen Margaret Carroll
James Melvin Carter III
David Ronald Cash, Jr.
Andrew C. Castelli
Patricia Castor
Catherine Adele Cataldno
Christopher Mark Celestino
Andrew Stephen Chalston
Jay Carroll Champi
Elizabeth Yih-Shin Chang
Michael Yu Chang
Cassandre Lucie Charles
Nicole Chaumont
Kryana Elise Chauncey
Daniel Joseph Chenomiti
Ilene Ying-Chien Chen
George Zhi Cheng
Kathryn Helen Chomskey-Higgins
Steve Yuan Chu
Timothy Sehoon Chung
Thomas Hetho Clark
Harry Saint Clair Clarke III
† Katherine Elizabeth Clayton
Katherine Hale Clements
Sarah Elizabeth Clifford
Allison Marie Kersting Cohen
Paul L. Cohen
Christine Garbe Coith
Erin Christina Collazo
James Ryan Conner
Kelly Renee Coogan
Monica Dian Copeland
Meghan Love Corbett
Vivana Claudia Costa
Kimberly Sue Counts
Robyn Joyce Aft Cox
Anna Elizabeth Craig
Michelle Isabel Craig
Lauren Elizabeth Crais
Benjamin Rudolf Crawford

Note: The list of candidates appearing in this program are not officially certified lists of graduates. Certification must come from the Registrar of the University.

† Teacher Certification
Benjamin Alex Newman
Mary Elizabeth Katherine Newman
Anne-Marie Christine Newton
Marilyn Quynh Nguyen
Viet Q. Nguyen
Shawn Barry Nichols
Jackson Spruill Nichols
Kenneth John Nichols
Jugnu Biba Nijjar
Naseem Zarifeh Sahar Nixon
Masayo Nobe
Julie Michele Normand
Michael Joseph Normon
Angela Lynne North
Jeanne Marie Novelli
Jonathan Obiiawuotu
Nwagbaraoca
Erin O’Brien
Lindsey Morrisson O’Connell
Catherine Margaret O’Connor
Jennifer Seyeruen Oh
Nkasi Susan Okafor
Scott David Orleck
Huaqian Janet Ou
Margaret Christine Owen
Baily Suzanne Palmateer
Luke Justin Palmisano
Matthew Joseph Palombi
Christopher Michael Panaro
Jim Young Park
Justin Lewis Park
Bunia Lee Parker
Elaine W. S. Parker
Kimberly Marie Parker
Bryan Henry Parr
Jennifer Nerine Partin
Amit Raskhia Patel
Snehal Ishwar Patel
Vilas Gopal Pathikonda
Alice Katherine Pazmiño
Allister Neal Peera
Adam Clinton Perez
Melka Maria Perez Cortina
Sarah Sulzberger Perpich
Phillip Alexander Perry
Christina G. Petersen
Carolyn Rourke Petri
Jeffrey Michael Petrofsky
Jessica Claire Petrone
Nathan Tian Pham
Natalie Michelle Phillips
Sarah Louise Pickens
Kristin Maika Pitman
Catherine Allison Pope
Natalie Alicia Popovic
Charles Frederick Porter
Kevin John Post
Grant Dale Power
Abhijit Prabhu
Elizabeth Kristine Prada
Jeffrey Richard Prichyl
Craig Matthew Principe
Veronica Noelia Puente-Duany
Juliet R. C. Pulliam
Lala Rukh Qadir
George Ivic Ragdsdale
Feraz Najmi Rahman
David Lawrence Rak
Corinne Janelle Rakitt
Jaime Emillio Ramirez
Nina Hale Ramos
Anna Newsom Rankin
J K John Rasmany
Arman Rashid-Farokhi
Michael Louis Raspino
Leah McCallister Ray
Gina Lisa Rizzo Rebollar
Jennifer Erin Redding
Aaron Michael Reeves
James John Regan
Erin Nenday Reid
Erika Carney Reinders
Jenna Marie Reinen
Jonathan Hadrian Ret
Chas Dior Reynolds
Julie Kristen Reynolds
Sarah Aikeyns Rich
Ann McArthur Richardson
Kendall Anne Riegel
Cristobal Rivera-Gonzalez
†
Sarah Wherrett Roberson
Brandon Newman Robinson
Jennifer Elizabeth Robinson
Nirmala Marie Roche
Johanna Kelly Rogers
Shaun Alan Rogers
Therese Marie Rohrbeck
Edward Taylor Rorer
Amanda M. Rosen
Michelle Julia Rosengarten
Patrick Jay Rosenthal
†
Aki Edward Ross
Carla Jane Rothenberg
Malena Violet Roussel
Andres Ida Rubet
Bret Evion Runstad
Allison Michelle Rushmore
Evon Todd Russell
Lisa Marie Ryung
Rachael Sarah Rzasa
Erin Elizabeth Sager
Kevin Wayne Sakuda
Catalina Saldarriaga Ruiz
Sara Elizabeth Saldutti
Rosemarie Salguero
Aaron Emmanuel Salsberg
Ryan Gradey Sample
Demetrio Sanchez
Idanes Sanchez II
Craig Jonathan Saperstein
Alexander Bodin Saphir
Monisha Saran
Lauren Elizabeth Sardina
Carolyn Eve Satin
Dennis Michael Satyshur, Jr.
Jose Maria W. Sauer Basoguit
Sinan Sayit
Nicholas John Scardigli
Steven J. Schessler
Sussannah Linda Schmid
Sarah Elissa Schneider
Stefanie Danielle Schneider
Matthew Ian Schumeman
Robert Andrew Schwentker
Christina Rose Scott
Michael Tedder Scott
Piper Reade Scott
William Blair Searle
Joshua Woldery Seide
Matthew G. Semrad
Irwin Francis Sentilles IV
Julia Frances Friedman Serber
Joseph Edward Serrill, Jr.
Nida Sethachayanon
Lindsey Ann Shaginaw
Necy Manoj Shahi
Samantha Jane Shalen
Ruby Shandilya
Jonathan Charles Shapiro
Nicholas Preston Shapiro
Bradley Jordan Sharp
Daniel Adam Shatz
Elizabeth Slade Shaw
Kate Jean Shawer
Sharon Anne Shewmake
Marina MacBeth Shivers
Kevin Moran Shuler
Yasmine Siddiqui
Amiekole Rachael Siebert
Alexander Jacob Siegel
Amy H. Siegelbaum
Katherine Toni Sifton
Sari Alyson Silverman
Ilana Beth Simon
James C. Sinclair
Vikas Singhal
Allison Holladay Skelly
Gregory Lee Skidmore
David William Smithie
Browne Greer Pamela Smith
Darah Ashley Smith
Haille Lynne Smith
Jesse Tyler Smith
Kathryn Rose Smith
Kevin Frederic Smith
Tanja Danielle Smith
Jessica French Snow
Staci Lauren Soloway
Kathryn Beck Soule
Erin Elizabeth Spatz
Danielle Marie Squires
Jason C. St. Aubin
Matthew Scott Stanberry
Cheraine Peta-Gaye A. Stanford
Darian Arche Staton
Bryce Evan Steeg
Sarah McKay Stephens
Jeffrey Franklin Stewart
John Walter Stigli
Douglas Scott Strasnick
Rebecca Ilse Strauss
Anna Elizabeth Stroman
Andrew W. Strovud
Claire Crosby Sullivan
Frances Peace Sullivan
Alexander Eric Sundstrom
Justin William Suszko
Averel H. Sutton
Alicia Poyet Swingle
Rosalyn Tang
Abigail Elizabeth Taylor
Kelly Renee Taylor
Rahsaan Akil Taylor
Shameika Monique Taylor
Jeanine Michelle Thomas
Robert John Thomas
Allen McColl Thompson
David William Thorkelson
Amy Tierney
Shilpee Tiwari
Rebecca Jane Tomlinson
Elizabeth Catherine Torbert
Meghan Marie Townsend
Leah Bryna Trabich
Jessica Lauren Tracey
Mariela Tsuobayana
Zachary James Tuck
Joanna Merrill Tucker
Derek George Turner
Robert Canning Turner
Steven Robert Turner, Jr.
Samantha M. Tweedy
Dana Lea Tyree
Andrea Julia Ulrich
Dana Bodkin Vachon
Maya D. Van Horn
Willburn Travis Van Hoy
† Teacher Certification
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Presented by Dean Robert J. Thompson, Jr.

September 1, 2001

John Joseph Clyde
Dania Mavor Ermentrout

Susan Elizabeth Keefer
Stephen Patrick Marler

Safa Misirli

Matthew Patrick O'Brien

December 30, 2001

Angela Teresa Agnoli
Shanm Jali Ahmed
Shehrvar Ansari
Patrick Barth
Heather Christine Beck
David Albert Byrnes

Clifton Smith Cameron
Kim Quang Dau
Daniel Steven Gelber
Jason Benjamin Katz
Elizabeth Ann Keohane
Karen Ann Lee

Zayna Nahas
Albert Holden Norweb III
Eric Brandon Rueth
Amoud Uganda
Jay Michael Strader
Arta Tabae

Amanda Gail Turner
Noah Matthew Walton
W. Kent Wilson
Jessica Arlene Wofford
Lauren Emily Wolfe
Joseph Paul Zidner

May 12, 2002

Veena Kalmanj Acharya
Fenaba Rena Addo
David Cyrus Adkinson, Jr.
Matthew Rodger Agner
James Richard Aily
Eric Mark Aldrich
Benjamin Titus Allen
Emily Tara Anamattalil
Geoffrey Andrew Anderson
Michael T. Anderson
Emma Virginia Archibong
Steven Simons Armita
Brian Gettner Ash
Alan Tien-Loung Au
Emil Avanes
Wesley Adrian Bailey
Timothy Paul Bain
Nicholas John Bakatsias
Sarah Mercke Barden
Brienne Raye Barker
Wendell Bernard Barnwell II

† Eric Marsh Barr
Avanti Rani Baruah
Eleanor Anna Bates
Leigh Allison Beauty
Kyle Thomas Beauchamp
Hewen Hailu Bekele
Michael Yeats Bello
Christina Lynn Belmore
Sarah Bender-Nash
Ori Michael Johann Benhamou

J. Sam Bennett
Elizabeth Ellen Berg
Luke Robert Bergmann
Maron Dawn Betts-Stormeit
Arman Bhalia
Alan Michael Billharz
Magdalena Alicia Biliska
Justin Bieden
Jonathan Maximilian Blimb
Nickolas J. Bohl
Eve Nicole Bowers
Graham F. Brady
Eric James Brantley
Nicole Marie Breaux
Adam Ross Brenner
Laura Kyle Brett
Douglas Marshall Brinkley, Jr.
Michelle Ranee Brusseeen
Andre Buchelester
Andrea Elisabeth Shea
Buckwalter
Dorretto Jon Burwell
Julie Nicole Byrd
Stephen Andrew Byrd
Sheng Feng Cai
Amanda Kathleen Camp
John Gwyn Campbell
Jordan Spencer Capps
Jeffrey David Carson
Ashlee Carol Carter
Francesco N. Caruso

Justin Michael Caton
Tanner John Caverly
Patra Chakravory
Andrew Hughes Chatham
Cary C. Chen
Geoffrey Y. Chen
Hao Chen
Irene Ying-Pei Chen
Kevin Brian Tsu-Young Chen
Patricia P-Fearn Chen
Sharon Wen-Wen Chen
Nipun Chhabra
Sandy Kael Chirachanchai
Eric Wing Kai Choy
Elizabeth Ellen Chrysanthas
Kevin Ting yu Chu
Daniel Eun Ho Chun
Betty Chung
David Cheonho Chung
David Evan Clarkson
Daniel Carl Claster
Victoria Marie Clayton
Gretchen Aleene Coady
George Nicholas Collins
Dara Jo Cooley
Christopher John Cooper
Kathryn Anne Coulombe
Bristol James Crawford
Britton Rodwell Crigler
David Douglas Cummings
Janelle Marie D'Cruz

† Faith Anne Drickamer
Bryan Thomas Edwards
Charles Eric Esley
Brian H. Etchener
Dale Puig Elzas
Benjamim Vincent Elliott
Mark Ekram Elzik
Ekene Adanna Enemchukwu
Sean Alexander Enkiri
Drew Curtis Ensign
Matthew Scott Epley
David Clay Evans

† Teacher Certification
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mira Ann Tych</td>
<td>Carolina Typados de la Guardia</td>
<td>Tomoharu Uchijama</td>
<td>Lucía May Upchurch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dana Catherine Upton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Eugene Galileo Urutia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nathalie Virginia Velarde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Atheneendar Sinabala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Venkataramani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Amy Elizabeth Venter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Marina H. Voukova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jompob Vuthiganon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mehmet Cirak</td>
<td>ZaWaunyka Wilhelmina Lazard</td>
<td>Shanaal Shonta Smothers</td>
<td>Asihan Tolon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jin Sang Kim</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>步骤</td>
<td>步骤</td>
<td>步骤</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>步骤</td>
<td>步骤</td>
<td>步骤</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jayoung Chun</td>
<td>Stephen John Hsu</td>
<td>Anand Ramachandran</td>
<td>Aravind Ramachandran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maicie Lee Gholson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adib Adnan Abla</td>
<td>Alicia Suarez Falken</td>
<td>Deborah Hoonjae Lee</td>
<td>Lisa Nicole Rauzenzahn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Richard Adleman</td>
<td>Alyssa Michelle Faneli</td>
<td>Marisa Donna Lee</td>
<td>Kyle Matthew Richardson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin James Aitken</td>
<td>John Austin Talandra Fath</td>
<td>Peter K. Lee</td>
<td>Mark Stewart Rockwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Ethan Alspector</td>
<td>Joseph Olumuyiokan Filani</td>
<td>Ronald Lee</td>
<td>James Andrew Romes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin David Atkins</td>
<td>Michael S. Forman</td>
<td>Daniel Eric Librot</td>
<td>Paul Edward Rosenstiel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesse Lee Atkinson</td>
<td>Charles Raymond Forton</td>
<td>Amy Liu</td>
<td>Micah Abraham Rowland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Michael Bednarczuk</td>
<td>Travis Nagel Friedrich</td>
<td>Jeorse Bradley Lund</td>
<td>Laurence Michael Sandell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan George Faullo Bollo</td>
<td>Stacey Lee Gangsted</td>
<td>Kristina Lynn Landberg</td>
<td>Daniele Corinne Schillinger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Catherine Boul</td>
<td>Tan Gao</td>
<td>Patrick Brignam Lupilire</td>
<td>Anup Ramesh Shah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Scott Borns</td>
<td>Marco Antonio Garcia</td>
<td>Paul Vincent MacWilliams</td>
<td>Maulin Vinod Shah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Brian Brunde</td>
<td>Ashkan Ghaffari</td>
<td>Christopher Douglas Mailey</td>
<td>Anshu Shukla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Scott Brohl</td>
<td>Alexander Lowell Gill</td>
<td>Christopher Ferenc Marki</td>
<td>Laney Elizabeth Simmons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cody Joel Brownell</td>
<td>James Applewhite Grant</td>
<td>Alexander Fernando Martinez</td>
<td>Scott William Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrienne Karel Brueggemeyer</td>
<td>Christopher Michael Grocki</td>
<td>Ryan Thomas McCarthy</td>
<td>Erin Michelle Sparnon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Patrick Burns</td>
<td>Derek A. Hahn</td>
<td>Jaclyn Elise McGowan</td>
<td>Elizabeth Radcliffe Sperssen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Ashley Burton</td>
<td>Trisnawati Halim</td>
<td>John Randolph Meurs</td>
<td>Stanton Andrew Stebbins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Ruth Byrd</td>
<td>Sunil Beji Hari</td>
<td>Andrew Jonathan Meyers</td>
<td>Eldes Stephens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Lee Case</td>
<td>Benjamin Michael Harrison</td>
<td>Erikia Lee Meyers</td>
<td>Kathleen Mary Swanson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wai Lam Chan</td>
<td>Tiffany Ann Harverson</td>
<td>Steven Robert Meyers</td>
<td>Ryan Kenneth Tamburrino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Cecil Chappelow</td>
<td>Paul Thomas Heffner, Jr.</td>
<td>Ryan Jon Miller</td>
<td>Hans Tang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chien-Chung Chen</td>
<td>Dustin Allen Heldman</td>
<td>Deepa Mishra</td>
<td>Michael John Tantillo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dennis Ray-Chuan Chen</td>
<td>Jeffrey Brian Heyman</td>
<td>Christina Love Mitchell</td>
<td>Kevin Wei-Zhong Teng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wan Chun Chen</td>
<td>William Lowell Hill</td>
<td>Ryan Russell Mohling</td>
<td>Stephen Taylor Thompson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Fook-Wing Cheng</td>
<td>John Ho</td>
<td>Anand Kumar Nathan</td>
<td>John Dat Tran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke Yu Cheng</td>
<td>Mandy Man Yin Ho</td>
<td>Mary Elizabeth Nebel</td>
<td>Hung-Wei Tsai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pawan Kumar Cheruvu</td>
<td>Jesse Brandon Hoag</td>
<td>Michael Victor Nehme</td>
<td>Stacey Elizabeth Tylka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Quinn Christensen</td>
<td>Michael Alan Holub</td>
<td>Priya Vinekar Nilekani</td>
<td>Avni Vora</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jer-Yee John Chiang</td>
<td>Benjamin Hong</td>
<td>Kimberly Ann Novick</td>
<td>Clinton David Walker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carlton Hopkins Cobb</td>
<td>Jennifer S. Hong</td>
<td>Clark McKerrl O'Neill</td>
<td>Jonathan Michael Wahbi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kevin Lawrence Hoover</td>
<td>Justin A. Pagliaro</td>
<td>Lynn Hua Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert John Cooper</td>
<td>Susan Jang</td>
<td>Sarah Ann Park</td>
<td>Michael Warren Wick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Joseph Daniel</td>
<td>Heather Michele Jordan</td>
<td>Thomas H. Park</td>
<td>David P. Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Paul Davis</td>
<td>Clayton Allen Kaiser</td>
<td>Amil Ashok Patel</td>
<td>Nathaniel Harbour Witty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Benjamin Davis</td>
<td>Ara Albert Karamanian</td>
<td>John Edwards Patterson</td>
<td>Heather Lee Wojik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew James Declereq</td>
<td>Julie Michelle Kempton</td>
<td>Aaron Thomas Patzer</td>
<td>Alfred Fai Hang Wong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Todd Jason Dolinsky</td>
<td>Shelley Lynn Kessinger</td>
<td>Dayna Marie Perkowski</td>
<td>Raymond Woo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Francis Drewnowski</td>
<td>Doralan Jamal Kimbrough</td>
<td>Duy Quoc Phan</td>
<td>David Ping-Hsin Wu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Douglas Manning Dumont</td>
<td>Kathryn Ann Klima</td>
<td>Jose Luis Piscoya</td>
<td>Cliff J. Yeh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Stephen Earhart</td>
<td>Scott Robert Kuo</td>
<td>Jason Dion Porter</td>
<td>Signmund Max Young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siaramess Emami</td>
<td>Toni Wen-San Kwan</td>
<td>John Daymond Powers</td>
<td>Gabriel Kays-Yuen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Richard Embree</td>
<td>David Huyett Lake</td>
<td>Matthew P. Puk</td>
<td>Enrico Arturo Zappi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Toivo Enberg</td>
<td>Craig Sean Lan</td>
<td>Daniel Maurice Purdom, Jr.</td>
<td>Rami David Zheman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>† Teacher Certification</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MASTER OF ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT
Presented by Dean Kristina M. Johnson
September 1, 2001

Aydin Ali Gucvenc
Daniel Reed Spencer Kaufman
Jatin Vimal
Michael Shaun Chang
McTaggart

December 30, 2001

Tuyen Jazmyne Duong
Matthew Stewart Gart
Töre Deniz Yilmaz

May 12, 2002

Marc E. Clay
Robert Brian Drozd
Jason Bradford Dunham
Troy Adam Ekberg
Cheng-Han Fang
Dennis Lawrence Farrell

Iwei Hsieh
Alexei S. Kambalov
James Maurice McCullough
Brent Justin Reid
Theodore Chia Shih
William Mark Shute

Timothy Edward Smitreski
Emily Katherine Snell
Brandon Hugh Stroy
Sanin Triyanond
Graeme Waitzkin

Ryan Jay Wallace
Tristan Paul White
Justin Lee Wingo
Robert Charles Young
Yu Zhuang

MASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCES
Presented by Dean R. Sanders Williams
May 12, 2002

Gail Adrienne Albergo
Marie-Jacques Marilyn Ambrose
Allie Caroline Bard
Linh Petite Barinowski
Melissa Ann Beckman
Patricia B. Blanchard
Danielle Bosko
Karla Hembrick Bowens
Sheri Brinkmeyer
Eric Jason Carter
Colleen Vehovic Cavedo
Julie Lynn Cornelius
Michael L. Dial
Margaret Mary Doherty
Jennifer A. Drowie
Larry Alexander Dunlap
Susan E. Evers
Deonna G. Faucett

Leonie Masters Fleishman
Leigh Kim Florio
Michael Anthony Fournier
Mark Edward Gallegos
Ariely Gene Gibson
Erika Marie Harris
Edward James Healy
Meridith Ann Hennessey
Brian Keith Herron
Marc Andrew Holbert
Christine Hsu
Charles David Hunter
Amber Katherine James
Elizabeth S. Jaynes
Jeffrey Justin Kern
Nassoma Amina King

Krista Midkiff Kirby
Dorothy Marie Knapp
Kristine Louise Knox
Karl Kruszynski
Kevin Duane Lauck
Christina Sharon Law
Trinh T. Lut
Blair Joel Maerowitz
Dianna C. Martin
Kathleen Martinelli
Amy Burkhardt McAllister
Katherine Ann Mckittrick
Sandy Margaret Mueller-Brady
Martha Chase Nelson
Samantha K. Nigh
Brooke Worley Norris
Deanna Marie Oster

Carrie Patrice Pond
Sonrisa A. Raths
Amanda J. Renner
Elizabeth Carol Robinson
Alberto Perry Saenz
Christopher Clay Schlosser
Kelli R. Sheffield
Kristina Alexandra Silberstein
Ashley N. Simpson
William Alexander Steele
Robert John Turney
Kira Susan Vader
Robert Vega
Michael Don Vogele
Kelly Ann Wallington
Kristine L. Young
I-Ling Yu

MASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCES IN BIOMEDI
Presented by Dean R. Sanders Williams
December 30, 2001

Ye-Ying Cen
Carrie Turich Taylor

MASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCES IN CLINICAL RESEARCH
Presented by Dean R. Sanders Williams

Denis Hadjiliadis

September 1, 2001

Albert Craig Lockhart
Amit Navin Shah
Jason Stout

December 30, 2001

John Hunter Alexander
Mitchell Tod Heffin

Matthew Todd Roe
Cynthia Lucille Sparrow
David Joshua Whellan

May 12, 2002

Imelda Victoria Perlac Cabalar
Patricia Carol Chulada
Joseph Anthony Coladonato
Cathleen Sellner Colón-Emeric

Deborah Anne Fisher
Margorie Ann Garvey
Hassan Ahmad Kassem-Moussa

Laura Kristin Newby
J. Conor O'Shea
Jordan Matthew Prutkin

Charles Adel Sansur
Irini Sereti
Susan Ann Suffa
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MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING  
Presented by Dean Mary T. Champagne

September 1, 2001
Sara Todd Breckenridge Sproat
Aileen Ward Burruss
Marsha Michelle Edwards
Tobin Earl Hill
Erin Jennifer Kolkman
Barbara M. Longnire
Cheryl Anne O'Donnell
Karen F. Poole-Dawkins
Marlene Marie Rickert
Valerie Penny Tarte
Theresa M. Thompson

December 30, 2001
Michelle Bender Gibson
Deborah Lynn Guentensberger
Stephanie Renee Edwards
Gupton
Nichol Dixon Harris
Amanda F. Johnson
Marcia Dianne Kamman
Charlene Patricia Leonard
Sarah Ray Little
Jacqueline Marie Loehr
Audrey Sierra Mardook
Tena W. Messer
Mary Elizabeth Padon
Connie Gay Rubin
Robin Elizabeth Ruta
Jason Lawrence Saavedra
Kathleen Marie Runda
Trollinger

May 12, 2002
Deborah A. Adams-Wingate
Melanie McNeely Boatwright
Kenesha Janeen Bryant
Mary Elizabeth Bundy
Karen Lynne Courtney
Heather Renee Ellington
Sandra Lambert Fisher
Katherine Gattis
Kimberly Nicole Greene
Denise Melinda Lally-Batts
Emily Lauren McClung
Beth Anne New
William J. Oxford
Allison Barbara Paglieri
Megan Leigh Parpart
Kathy Lynn Patterson
Tracey Marie Penny
Katherine Colligan Pereira
Amy Ann Pickett
Pamela Renee Pope
Dana Frances Ross
Naima Ain Salahuddin
Deborah Jane Rogal Semmel
Erin Lynn Shonkwiler
Kathy Kelly Smith
Sandy Ann Starritt
Beverly Wells Storch
Hera Hagop Tashjian
Shirley Cadogan Tuller
Sandrine Vazquez

MASTER OF ENVIROMENTAL MANAGEMENT  
Presented by Dean William H. Schlesinger

September 1, 2001
Carla M. Norwood
Jill Noel Ozarski

December 30, 2001
Lee Hayes Byron
Heather Allen Holsinger
James Durward Smith, Jr.
John A. Taylor

May 12, 2002
Jennifer Christine Atchley
Donald Patrick Auer
Abhas Bhalla
Christina Frances Bird
Jennifer Ann Block
Sara L. Brandt
David Stover Canny
Allison Catherine Castellan
Noelle Marie Chambers
Kochkosky Cheruvettoli
Tara Ann Childs
Wendy Margaret Cluse
Susan Elizabeth Darling
Charles Kenneth Dietzel
Sarah Chelsea Jade Dixon
Alejandro Escober
Heather Lee Fisher
Christopher Samuel Frangione
Miwa Fujinuma
Christopher Galik
Autumn Daune Gardner
Sarah Gindre
Sarah C. Hagedorn
Katherine Anne Harness
Claire Lankford Harper
Amber Hintz Himes
Brian Robert Hooker
Eiko Hoshino
Wei-Chun Huang Fu
John Richard Hultme
Wendy Wenhua Hwang
Jennifer Michelle Janowich
Goosun Jung
Stephanie L. Kern
Whitney Jennifer Kurz
Jennifer Nicole Latusek
Yewah Fanyi Lau
Yung-Shan Lee
Ya-Jung Lin
Kristen Jayne Long
Andrew Joseph LoSchiaovo
Daniel Lyons
Jennifer Marie Macal
Jesse Caroline Marsh
Christine Marie McDonaghy
Enid Ann McNutt
Matthew Robert Metcalfe
Osman Khalil Mian
Gregory Scott Moretti
Megan Kimm Morrisius
Lida Catherine Munger
Becky Copeland Newhall
Larissa Kirsten Nojek
Shannon M. Ogren
Erika Noelle Green Phillips
Jeffrey Adam Pollock
Michelle Catherine Pugliese
Gwynne Rogers
Robert Schilling Schick
William Preston Schultz
Melanie Lynn Severin
Yechiel Shemer
Heather Marie Shutko
Brittony N. Smith
Ayumi Sugie
Kazunari Tachihara
John Eliot Terborgh
Andrew William Tobiasson
Marcia Toledo-Sotillo
Andrea Arnold Treece
Naomi Tsurumi
Melissa May Vernon
Mark Joseph Vignola
Micah Mendoza Wait
Susan Catherine Watts
Gamaliel K. Whately
Hilda Bayemi Williams
Peter S. Woodson
Shih-Chun Wu
Dana C. Wusinich
MASTERS OF PUBLIC POLICY

Presented by Dean Lewis M. Siegel

September 1, 2001

Joshua Paul Aday Bowlen

Jill Noel Ozarski

Jason Michael Pauković

December 30, 2001

Heather Allen Holsinger

John A. Taylor

May 12, 2002

Susan Elizabeth Barndige

Kevin J. Bourgault

Robert Nicholas Buschmann

Lee Matthew Cochran

Kevin Michael Corcoran

Adam J. Di Vincenzo

Scott Barksdale Douglas

Kirsten B. Fairall

Delvecchio Savalas Finley

Joshua Allen Fowkes

Keith Randal Grove Goodwin

Chloe Elizabeth Gossage

Stephanie Elizabeth Gray

Melanie Debra Kadlec

Lisa M. Kahli

Jennifer Katerina Loukissas

Faye A. Miller

Karen Alice O'Donnell

Roberto Ivan Ohando Prestol

Elizabeth Ann Pika

Timothy Michael Sainstong

Eric Manley Sapp

Margaret Grazia Smith

Susan Lorenz Smith

Dallas Thurston Stallings III

Aparna Venkatraman

Yonghong Wang

Laura Carter Whiteley

Kristin Adria Wunschel

Shidong Xu
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MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING  
*Presented by Dean Lewis M. Siegel*

September 1, 2001
Lisa Jackson Davis  
Rebecca Lee Hamilton

Lucy Kaminsky  
Mark Evans Mitchell

Craig Allen Perry  
Thomas Walker Robinson

Jennifer Elaine Sohn  
Christopher K. Watson

December 30, 2001
Laura J. Webb

May 12, 2002
Elizabeth Draper Wilkinson

MASTER OF SCIENCE  
*Presented by Dean Lewis M. Siegel*

September 1, 2001
Dingding An  
H.M. Tierney Baas  
P. Niklas Bachér  
Xueliang Bai  
Brendan T. Crowley  
Wendy Christine McDonald Gehm

Yongru Gu  
Hui Huang  
Richard V. Kisley  
Balaji R. Krishnapuram  
Ling Li

Yuwei Liao  
Yu Lu  
Elizabeth Mary Neidel  
Matthew Ofender  
Shannon Lynn Pollard

Anjali Azalia Purkayastha  
Kevin Michael Sali  
Jessica L. Thompson  
Laura Julia Toma  
Karen Hope Wesson

December 30, 2001
Himanshu Arora  
Sanjay Kumar Banerjee  
Angelina Emily Barron  
Christine Beensen Campbell  
Samantha Jean Carlow  
Shaorong Chang

Shuxing Cheng  
Neil Halen Di Spigna  
Zheng Gong  
Bo Guo  
William Michael Gwinn  
Pramod Kolar

Thomas E. Lynn  
Michael Mattie  
Brenton Elliot Povis  
Thomas Edward Powell  
Stacy F. President

Nadia Rehman  
Richard Jon Warp  
Yifang Xu  
Yuan, Lu  
Zheng Zhou

May 12, 2002
Kimberly Kristina Arnold  
Lawrence F. Batch  
Helaue Betre  
Gabe Lucas Byars  
Ronald P. Doyle  
Kaushik Dutta  
Kyle Anthony Farlow  
Elizabeth Ann Fogelman  
Heidi H. Fraser

Martin J Gilbert  
Kurt M. Grandis  
Matthew F. Hanchey  
Brian Paul Hanzaryk  
David Benjamin Holland  
Manish Kumar  
Lei Li  
Yun Liu  
Brett Allen Lussier

Jason Isaac Martin  
Nancy Jennings Moore  
Hongtao Mu  
Jaidev Prasad Patwardhan  
Brett C. Pieper  
Rachel Ann Potter  
Scott E. Prichard  
Matthew Jay Roos

Charles Beverley Schweizer  
Katherine Webster Scarnas  
Mike Yen-Chao Shen  
Keng-Chu Shelley Shih  
Sharon Marie Stewart  
Peter Acerbo Torrione  
Rajiv Ganani Wickremesinghe  
Liang Yin

MASTER OF ARTS  
*Presented by Dean Lewis M. Siegel*

September 1, 2001
Indranil Banerjee  
Edwin Carpenter Bartrine  
Donald Jason Baruch  
Giacomo Chiozza  
Stephanie Patricia Collgreen  
Bonita Maria Dennis  
John Marshall Ferri  
Gregory Cushing Firestone  
Sheikh Morshed Jahan  
Li Jin  
Valerian Khagay  
Michael H. Kirby  
Camelia Larisa Lavric  
Edmund James Maleksy  
Henry Cooper McEade  
Robert P. McGuinn  
Stephen Oliver Nelson

Christiana Nichols Root  
Robert Ward Shaw  
Satoko Tanaka  
Fitz Randolph Totten  
Eskender Trushin
December 30, 2001

Roger A. Aliaga Díaz
David Fredrick Anderson
Tracy Marie Barrett
John Loren Bauman
Catherine E. Bollinger
Robert John Buckingham
John Wesley Cain
Chen, Haofei
William McAllister Curtis
Carina Curto
Lynda Faircloth Deaton
Matthew E. Dupre
Jarrod Nabor Eason
Amy Lanette Feistel
Daniel Fox
Jason Francis
Grace Jordan Graham

Michael Grinblat
Katherine G. Harmsen
Joshua M. Hayes
Elayne J. Heisler
John W. Hopson
Laurie Aline Johnson
Simon A. Randel
Kevin Jay Kessler
Dana Kiku
Van W. Kloompek
Elizabeth D. Krause
Chang-Woo Lee
Yoonkyung Lee
Anne Smyrski Light
Timothy Allen Lucas
Elliot Andrew Ludwig

Rebecca Eve Mazza
Maureen Theresa McClarnon
Matthew David McGluskyn
Patrick Owen McGowan
Jennifer L. Merolla
Shannon Kathleen Miller
Shayla C. Nunnally
Susan Melissa Ormsbee
Lijing Ouyang
Hana Pácalová
Robert A. Parish
Brenda Lynn Peters
Barbara Davidson Potter
Kevin David Primus
Amélie Quesnel-Vallée
Jasmina Franova Radeva

Stéphane Pierre Raymond
Robolin
Suzanne Nichole Schneider
Alex Semnoff
Heather Ann Settle
Song, Yoonjin
Gabriel St. Clair
Jakub Stolarski
Edwin Robert Tait
Henry Lamar Tomlinson
William Thomas Tyson, Jr.
Christopher S. Wade
Anne Cunningham Weston
Jennifer Whitnall
Krista E. Wiegand
Jianguo Xu

May 12, 2002

Genevieve Abravanel
Shannon Vickery Agricola
Elizabeth L. Anderson
Carol L. Atkinson
Lisa Triche Breaux
Adam Paul Brinegar
Derek Scott Brown
Sharon Hayes Brown
Joyce Garver Bumann
Byambatsogt Jugder
Niamhi Michele Carter
Ellen Jiun Chi
Benjamin Perry Cooke Isard
Sandra Michelle Cotton
Barbara Sellers Darden
Andrea Marie DeGette
Michele Theresa Diaz
Christine Shinn DiGiusto
Gerald Mark DiGiusto
Sean Patrick Fannon
Teresa Royster Faulkner
Mary L. Flynn

Franco Gambou-Rocabado
Daniel John Golonka
Paul Graeve
Ronald L. Hash, Jr.
Ryan Patrick Haskell
Carie Little Hersh
Jennifer Lee Hillbreth
Francine A. Hochberg
Michael Everett Hoffman
Teh-yi Huang
Andrew J. Hussey
Inseon Hwang
James Philo Isenhower III
Carletta Denise Jemison
Amy Marie Johnson
Sylvia McClain Johnson
Janet Kagan
Cailla Kajzar
Idriess Bernard-Bai Kamara
Ariel Kohen
Natálíya Kuirikó
Joanne Ng Kwong

Julia Selena Lazarus
Ning Li
Qinghua Luan
Xiaoxiang Luo
Ryan Malone
Joseph Terry Mangum
Renzo Arturo Masuini Matellini
Philipp Mathey
David Glen Mayer
Damon Matthew McLean
Peter J. McNulty
Ketevan Melkadze
Robin Sue Minetta
German R. Molina Calvo
Jennifer Ann Nelson
Maria Pia Olivero
Ryan Benjamin Opel
Yerbol Orynbayev
Allison Moog Aubrecht
Papadakis
Eliana Maria Pauca del Campo

Michael Sean Pollard
Amanda Ni Eun Baldoz Smith
Probst
Luis Felipe Quintero Suárez
Martha Yolanda Quintero Suárez
Fernando Von Rainford
James Everett Richardson
Mary Lou Rollins
Arlie Satter Rose
Linda Marguerite Rupert
Jonathan T. Ryan
William R. Ryan
Zlata Sadowskaya
Thomas John Scozzo
Ami A. Weghorst
Jennifer Lynne Westerhaus
Wu, Shiu Chen
Minoru Yamada
Wenjun Ying
Jang-Suk Yu
Wei Zheng

MASTER OF DIVINITY
Presented by Dean L. Gregory Jones

September 1, 2001

Timothy Leon Burrell
Steven Eugene Carter

Manisha N. Dostert
Rhodel Thomas Jacobson

Erica Yolanda Jones
Becky Roselius McMillan

Carol Elizabeth Noy
Natalie Diane Reid

December 30, 2001

Joy Bauer Bulla
Rebecca Lynn Watts Cash
Amber Shea Cranford
Melanie Lynn Dobson

Thomas Judson Dunlap
Jennifer Lynn Estes
Patricia Ann Matthews

Jocleen Antwinette McCall
David Matthew Norvell
Joleane Louise Presley

Michael Randolph Reed
Matthew R. Schlimm
Barbara Elaine Swett

May 12, 2002

Cheryl Moore Adamson
Angella Maureen Allison-Davis
Ruth Lois Alcis
Mary Elizabeth Berry
Robbie Biddix
Eileen Zaida Bisgrove
Heather Marie Bridges
Chris Brooking
Thomas C. Brown, Jr.
Katherine Boutwell Bryant
Scott Walker Bullard

Renée Burnette
Carolyn Leigh Hunt Burrell
Kathleen Louise Myers Coe
Marvin Thomas Cook
Kara Suzanne Cooper
Charles Michael Coppock
Marion D. Curtis
Brian Michael Darr
Barbara Davenport Day
Joyce Christine Day
Kenneth M. Day

Jacqueline Hope Derby
Kenneth J. DeWitt
Laura Cae Easter
Paul Wayne Edwards
Meghan Elyse Feldmeyer
Kevin G. Feltz
Tyson Geoffrey Ferguson
Lynda L. Ferguson-Allen
Joseph Paul Gouverneur
Danny Lee Gray Jr.
Tamara Dial Gray

Ashley Wright Griffith
Robin Lynn Hager
Kathleen Burslem Haines
Patricia Freeman Hawkins
Robert Christopher Hill
Jennifer Lynn Howell
Rebecca J. Houghay
Edna Sharaine Jacobs
John Anthony Joyner
Jeffrey Creed Kanode
David Alderson Keck
MASTER OF THEOLOGY
Presented by Dean L. Gregory Jones

December 30, 2001
Alicia Davis Porterfield

May 12, 2002

Randal Barrett Craft
Melanie Lynn Dobson
Margaret D. Fountain-Holding

Susannah Grubbs
Paul Henry Jimenez

Keith Edward Johnson
Bum-Sik Kim

Jason Bernard McKinney
Brent William Scott

JURIS DOCTOR
Presented by Dean Katharine T. Bartlett

September 1, 2001
Joseph M. Hayes

December 30, 2001

Adam Douglas Ford
Michael Grinblat
Daniel Adam Klein

Kimberly M. Life
Garth Charles Kelley Madison
Charles Luckey McDowell

Frances-Ann Moran
Brian Thomas Sheedy

Robert Taylor Tally, Jr.
Jonathan Moran Werner

May 12, 2002

Gabriel Thomas Aguillera
Michael A. Alrutz
Lauren Sue Altman
Elizabeth L. Anderson
Adam H. Arkel
Jennifer Elizabeth Ashkanzi
Adwoa Maame Awootwi
Xiangzi Bao
Kimberly Ann Bart
Wesley W. Barton
Heather M. Bell
Nathan C. Bell
Robert Harrison Bell
Alison Jane Benge
Sarah Marta Berger
Robert Peter Bogue
David Christopher Boles
Jeffrey Dana Bradford
Erin Elizabeth Bradshaw
Daniel M. Bronski
Andrew Harris Robertson Brown
Holly Jane Caldwell
Lisa M. Campoli
Allena LaRue Cano
Glen Eric Caplan
Carl C. Carl
Amy Beth Carper
Andrew L. Chang
Christine Sue Chang
Connwy Thomas Chen
Christine Renee Chobot

Allyson Elizabeth Christensen
Nathanael James Christensen
Corey Anthony Cioccheti
Alicia Michelle Corbett
Jennifer Rose Cotner
Matthew Benjamin Crane
Rachel Adams Crowly
Lisa Michele Cylus
Brian A. Daley
Charles Davant IV
Joshua Alston Davenport
Matthew T. Davidson
Michele L. Purdue Dean
Forrest James Deegan
John Garo Derderian
Dianne Marie Descoteaux
Adam Joseph Di Vincenzo
Randall Thomas Dingle
Stephen Neil Dirksen
Ryan Michael DiSantis
Kelly Donohue
Drew David Droppin
Catherine Sushek Duval
Sarah A. Dyal
Terry Eaton
Joseph N. Eckhardt
William Anthony Edison
Christopher M. Evans
Matthew David Field
Ronald Wayne Flowers, Jr.
Erin Christine Foley

Daniel Joseph Foster
Brendon Pierce Fowler
Cara Marie Franklin
Kurt Alan Friesen
Aaron Michael Futch
Katherine Renée Garcia
John Franklin Garvish II
Leonard Montreal Garnide II
Andrea Meenakshi Ghoorah
Brian Keith Gibson
Darin Jeffrey Glasser
Anne Roderick Grayson
David Anthony Gremadno
Elena Grigera
Andrew E. Grimmig
Kyle Waeden Grimshaw
Eric R. Gruse
Brian Patrick Guarracci
Alison Marie Haan
Jaine Stone Hammer
Zachariah Spear Harrington
Kenneth Rhyne Harris, Jr.
Marcella Ann Harshbarger
David Emmett Hawkins
Christopher Lee Hayes
Carie Little Hersh
Almaa Hines
Fancine A. Hochberg
Lila WeiQiao Hope
Cleovonne Michelle Houser
Jennifer E. Hu

Rolfe Ian Hubley
Harry Lane Hutchinson, Jr.
Robert Aloysius Hyde
Victoria P. Jalo
Maria Kieni Jensen
Ashley Anne Johnson
Sang-Soo Jun
Kate Jordan Kelley
Maureen Bess Kelley
Denali Ann Kempell
Christopher Thomas Kennedy
David Kim
Michael Won-Shik Kim
Youngmin Kim
Mark Watkins Kinghorn
Carisa Alene Klemeyer
Aya Kobari
Albert Zoltan Kovacs
Lee L. Kuhn
Joanne N. Kwong
Natalie Lamarque
Craig Stuart Lanza
Andrea Lynn Lasker
Rebecca Elizabeth Lem
Christina L. Lewis
Karen E. Lindsey
Jesse James Edward Linebaugh
Katheryn Meagan Lloyd
Adam Robert Long
Pamela Cabrera Mallari
Eli Paul Mazur
### MASTER OF LAWS

**Presented by Dean Katharine T. Bartlett**

**May 12, 2002**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thomas Michael McDermott</th>
<th>Jonathan T. Ryan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lindsey Hager McGinnis</td>
<td>Katherine Ellen Saitas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael William McGrath</td>
<td>Rachael G. Samberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meg McKnight</td>
<td>Patricia Louise Schultzein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damon Matthew McLean</td>
<td>Katharine Amelia Schkloven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter J. McNulty</td>
<td>Paul R. Schneider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Nicole Mellon</td>
<td>James Frederick Segroves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emilio Mena, Jr.</td>
<td>David Clayton Searle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marjorie Josef Menza</td>
<td>Julie Nayar Searle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Lee Merzon</td>
<td>Lisa Marie Sharrock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Joshua Mesnick</td>
<td>David Alexander Shuford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horatio Gabriel Milhet</td>
<td>Yelena Simonyuk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamra Jane Miller</td>
<td>Ariane Jena Sims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kisa W. Miela</td>
<td>Stephen Edward Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlon D. Moffett</td>
<td>Marc P. Solomon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Martinez Mulhern</td>
<td>Venus Yvette Springs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurt J. Neumann</td>
<td>Mary Beth Steele</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Benjamin Opel</td>
<td>Jennifer Lynn Stevenson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shana Yvette Ortiz</td>
<td>Shannon Wells Stevenson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alina Simona Pastiu</td>
<td>Heather Lindsay Stewart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin L. Paul</td>
<td>Jill Maria Sudduth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iliana Leonor Peters</td>
<td>Dong Chun Sui</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Pfuhl</td>
<td>Stacey-Ann Michelle Taylor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Xuan-Hoang Pham</td>
<td>Matthew John Tomiak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Perdo Plüüecz</td>
<td>Jennifer Louise Tomsen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meghan Elizabeth Pound</td>
<td>Andrea Arnold Teree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Octavia Nicole Powers</td>
<td>Kerry Maureen Tyan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Ni Enn Baldox Smith</td>
<td>Nwabundo Enuma Ume-Nwagbo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probst</td>
<td>Amy L. Van Middlesworth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Pryor</td>
<td>Ryan Averett Yoge-Lowell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Marie Pryor</td>
<td>Stacey Olivia Walker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Jeffrey Quirico</td>
<td>Jian Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Deeds Rambler</td>
<td>Diana Marti Weed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Scott Reed</td>
<td>Aini A. Weghoest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendy Sue Reese</td>
<td>Jennifer Lynne Westerhaus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Kate Reznick</td>
<td>Christy E. Wetzel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy E. Richardson</td>
<td>Timothy J. White, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Renée Richman</td>
<td>Jonathan Scott Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison D. Richards</td>
<td>Matthew C. Wolf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augusta Morgan Ridley</td>
<td>Neil E. Wolitzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holly Rebecca Rogers</td>
<td>Susan Elizabeth Wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seth Patrick Rosebrock</td>
<td>Harry F. Wright, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Samantha Rosensweig</td>
<td>Melody H. Wu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Harris Rosenthal</td>
<td>Furimiko Yokoo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Bradley Rosenthal</td>
<td>Kathleen Rose Yuergens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Ann Henderson Ruiz</td>
<td>Heather Grace Zierak</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DOCTOR OF JURIDICAL SCIENCE

**Presented by Dean Katharine T. Bartlett**

**September 1, 2001**

| Aboli N. Amarapurkar                          | Roberto Mario Amaral Lima                               |
| Goilhermo A. Auler                            | Neto                                                    |
| Matias Avila-Nores                            | Felipe Montero                                          |
| Masahiko Bannai                               | Hiroshi Murakami                                        |
| Guillaume Jerome Barbier                      | Felipe E. Muzquiz                                       |
| Sarah Marta Berger                            | Daniel A. Nassar                                        |
| Cristiano Affonso Ferreira                   | Dalia Oestreicher                                       |
| Bernardi                                     | Olivier D. Oosterbaan                                   |
| Livia Daisy Birtalan                          | Youngho Park                                            |
| Raul Osvaldo Borrell                         | Kevin L. Paul                                           |
| German Brito                                  | Pedro Manuel Perez                                      |
| Pedro Castro Neves                           | Kowsa Pimolpan                                          |
| YungLun Chang                                | Fabrizio Maria Prandl                                   |
| Matthew Benjamin Crane                        | Sarah Marie Pryor                                       |
| Mia Cyrille Dassas                            | Consuelo Raby                                           |
| Nicola V. di Giovanni                        | Carlos Alberto Reyes                                    |
| Joseph N. Eckhardt                           | Jessica Renée Richman                                   |
| Maria Luisa Fabrega                          | David Alexander Shuford                                 |
| Maria-Clara Granier                          | Mary Beth Steele                                        |

| Jennifer Lynn Stevenson                      | Felix Streiter                                          |
| Mikhail D. Usbyan                            | Santiago J. Suriá                                      |
| Anne Marie Emilie Verschuur                  | Dong Chun Suh                                           |
| Maria Cecilia Villegas Otero                 | Chitrapporn Tachatawevat                                |
| Victoria Von Portadus                        | Jose Manuel Tagle                                       |
| Ling Wang                                    | Kuang Hung Tang                                         |
| Diana Marti Weed                             | Mikhail D. Usbyan                                       |
| Eric Weil                                    | Anne Marie Emilie Verschuur                             |
| Mathilde Weil                                | Maria Cecilia Villegas Otero                            |
| Teung John Yoon                              | Victoria Von Portadus                                   |
| Rolando Zambrana-Arias                       | Ling Wang                                               |
| Ge Zheng                                    | Diana Marti Weed                                        |
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DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY
Presented by Dean R. Sanders Williams

December 30, 2001

Kristen Anne Albers
Whitney Ann Baker
Bruce Christian Coy

Heather Adele Haynes
Victoria M. Hyatt
Allison Leigh Marek

Michelle Aida Mayo
Michelle Chen Peters
Beth L. Rohrer

Kara Lyn Sporer
Julie Yang

Elizabeth J. D. Bjorn
Jennifer Lynn Briggs
Jennifer Gaye
Miriam Tanya Pollard Cohen
Heather Michele Condon
Crystal Conlon
Kerry Lynn Della Rosa
Beverly Elliott
Christopher Andrew Feng

Summer Marie Finnigan
Alison Marie Hays
Helen Clare Hickok
Jessica Hamman Jacobsen
Becca D. Jordre
Issac Yu-shin Lai
David Michael Lanum
Keri Marie Law
Tamara Lee Mohr

Mary Lee Perry
Kenneth Samuel Peyton
Virginia Ruth Stallard Pollen
Eve Marie Richter
Matthew Daniel Ritchey
Elizabeth Strong Rose
Randy Michele Savino
Angela Tyanne Schock
Sharlene H. Shu

May 12, 2002

Anna Christine Sparling
Denise Naomi Takamoto
Erin Ceyar Thibodeaux
Christopher Daniel Tomini
Sean James Valedepeñas
Edith Michelle Yee
Mary Tatiana Yoes

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE
Presented by Dean R. Sanders Williams

September 1, 2001

Garheng Kong

May 12, 2002

Zarina Alam
Nishath Athar Ali
Caryn D. Baldauf
Andy Stuart Barnett
Adam Joel Bass
Sigrid Eva Berg
Scott Winfield Bertrand
Jeremy Scott Bordeaux
Michael Keith Bowman
Quinton Victor Cancel
Jarvis Chung Chen
June Chen
Andrea Lenore Christian
Ethan Emmet Corcoran
Kevin Dale Courtney
Shannon Louise Daniels
Jennifer Theresa Davel
Jarrod Demetrius Day
Terry Carlyle Dixon
Benjell Zurishaddai Edghill
Bassem M. Eldaif

Matthew Jay Ellis
Brad Alan Freidinger
Katherine Schuer Garman
Peter Michael Grossi
Steven Patrick Higgins
Dannah Lynn Hirsch
Michael Chia-shao Hsu
Patrick Pei-Chih Hu
Eugene Ick-jin Hwang
Rajeshri Shuba Iyengar
Rahul Khurana
Jonathan Keith Killian
Soo Hyun Kim
Brian Robert Knah
Erin Fairbanks Kuniholm
Eddie Jae Lee
Patrick Y. Lee
Andre Arash Lighvanii
Brian Lima
Wayne RongYeu Lo
George Anthony Manousos

David Andrew Margolis
Douglas Ian McLachlan
Rachel Elisabeth Miksad
Karin Reed Minter
Heather Jane Mummery
Michael Edward Murphy
Shriram Nallamshetty
Regina Deristine Norris
Milicent Ugochi Jaynes Oduzne
Rodney Douglas Parker
Sara Kate Pasquale
Trevor Reed Pickering
Aaron Frank Pulver
Laurie Self Pulver
Jawad Ahmad Qureshi
Anand Kumar Rohatgi
Rosanne Rouf
Jason Michael Rovak
Gregory Joseph Sabo
Carlos David Sanchez
Lisa Marie Scott

Jennifer M. Segal
Amit Navin Shah
Binal Ramesh Shah
Stephanie Kamila Sharps
Amanda Eileen Simpson
Rakesh K. Singh
Catherine Ghy Smith
Monica Lea Smith
Susan Ann Suffa
Ranya Nabil Sweis
Jane Vy Trinh
Stephanie Lynn Vanderveldt
John Joseph Villani
Alice M Wang
George Tian-Yi Wang
Gin Ru Wang
Samuel Secord Wellman
Jesse Lyle West IV
Joan Susie Woo
Qing Brenda Ye
Daniel Francis Zlogar
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Presented by Dean Lewis M. Siegel
September 1, 2001

Henry Spencer Banzhaf
†Quality-Adjusted Prices: Theory, History and Application to Air Quality

Priya Krishnan Bharadwaj
Image Classification Using Expansion Matching Filters and Hidden Markov Trees

Jonathan David Bihari
A New Approach to Delay Differential Equations

Mark Edward Borsuk
A Graphical Probability Network Model to Support Water Quality Decision Making for the Neuse River Estuary, North Carolina

Lara Bovisky
Barbarous Play: Race on the Renaissance Stage

Deborah Kutura Brodersen
Building a Ludic Environment: The Aesthetics, Ethics, and Economies of Play in the Post-War Avant-Garde

Sarah Marie Brooks
Social Protection and the Market: The Political Economy of Pension Reform in an Era of Capital Mobility

Ajin Choi

Geoffrey A. Cohen
Applications, Architecture, and Implementation of Bytecode Transformation

Ethan Emmet Corcoran
Identification and Characterization of a Calcium/Calmodulin-Dependent Protein Kinase Cascade in the Nematode, Caenorhabditis elegans

Nilanjan Dasgupta
Classification of Sequential Data

Robert Collier Davidson
Signaling Pathways Regulating Mating and Morphogenesis in the Human Pathogenic Fungus Cryptococcus neoformans

Terry Carlyle Dixon
Bacillus anthracis Pathogenesis - Early Intracellular Events

Lisa A. Eby
Responses of a Fish Community to Frequent and Infrequent Disturbances in Estuarine Ecosystems

Geoffrey Richard Erickson
Articular Chondrocyte Response to Osmotic Stress: The Involvement of Calcium and the Cytoskeleton in Cellular Volume Adaptation and Regulation

Giuseppe Gerbino
Orphans in Ascaris: The Creation of Pastoral Mode in the Sixteenth-Century Mogadishu

Amy Susanne Gladfelter
Analysis of Cdc42 Effector-Loop Alleles: Insights into Cell Polarity and Septin Organization in Yeast

Aaron Charles Goldstrohm
Biochemical and Functional Analysis of the Human Transcription Factor CA150

Christopher Roy Goss
Progress Toward the First Total Synthesis of (-)-Celsemine

Aaron M. Hartel
I) Progress Toward the Total Synthesis of (-)-Celsemine; II) Epoxide Rearrangements as a Solution to the Cyclic Motel Problem

Matthew Scott Holland

Hadley Wilson Horch
Local Effects of Brain Derived Neurotrophic Factor on Dendritic Morphology and Stability

Stephen J. Hultgren
Narrative Elements in the Double Tradition

Candice Marie Jenkins
Cultural Infidels: Intimate Betrayal and the Bonds of Race

Heather Natalie Koopman
The Structure and Function of the Blubber of Odontocetes

Jeffrey Crossen Kurz
Role of the Protein Component of Bacillus subtilis RNase P: Specific Stabilization of Precursor tRNA and Metal Ion Interactions

Jason Lynch
Fire History of Boreal Forests: Implications to Past Climate Change

Anshu Bagga Madhu
Engineering Endothelial Cell Adhesion on Artificial Surfaces to Improve Vascular Graft Biocompatibility: An Application of the AFM-TIRFM System

Xiaonong Meng
Time Stepping Algorithms for Transient Analysis in Nonlinear Solid Mechanics

Jennifer Rebecca Morgan
Mechanisms of Synaptic Vesicle Endocytosis: The Functions of Clathrin in the Nerve Terminal

Edward André Nahmias
Free Will and the Knowledge Condition

Apostol Ivanov Natsev
Multimedia Searching by Regions, Concepts, and Constraints

John Brian Nofsinger, Jr.
Toward an Understanding of Structure-Function Relationships for Eumelanin

Xuewen Pan
A CAMP-Dependent Protein Kinase A Pathway Controls Pseudohyphal Differentiation in Saccharomyces cerevisiae

Christopher Douglas Park
An Efficient Method for Solving the Structural Dynamics of Finite Elastic Structures Containing Discontinuities Using Analytical/Numerical Matching with Finite Element Analysis

Victor Paul Pauca
Automated Development of Fast Transforms

Gregory Andrew Pinakin
The Effects of Symbiotic Condition and Nutritional History on Prey Capture and Use by Anemones and Corals

Cecilia Magdalena Procopiuc
Geometric Techniques for Clustering: Theory and Practice

Srivasavan Ramani
Performance and Reliability Analysis of the CORBA Event and Notification Services

Anne Elizabeth Rocheleau
Mindfulness-Based Intervention as an Adjunctive Treatment for Enhancing Outcomes Obtained with Traditional Parent Training for Conduct Problem Children

Ethan Scheiner
Democratic Without Competition: Opposition Failure in One-Party Dominant Japan

Marshall Gilmer Shuler
Bilateral Integration of Tactile Information in the Rat

Jesse Jerome Smith
The Role of the Adaptor Protein Csk in Apoptotic Signaling in Xenopus Egg Extracts
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Colleen Ruth Baade
Music and Music-Making in Female Monasteries in Seventeenth-Century Castile

Anthony Edward Baer
The Micromechanical Environment of Intervertebral Disc Cells

Amy Elizabeth Beilstein
Synthesis and Properties of Metal-Labeled Oligodeoxynucleotides

Indrani Bose
Studies on the Regulation of CDC42 in Saccharomyces cerevisiae

D'Arcy Morgan Brissman
Interpreting American Hegemony: Civil Military Relations During the U.S. Marine Corps' Occupation of Haiti, 1915-1934

Norris Bruce
Models of Durable Goods Promotion: Theory and Empirical Evidence

Marc Thomas Brudzinski
Secret-Keeping and Secret Knowledges in the Caribbean: Literature and Anthropology of the 19th and 20th Centuries

Chien-Wei Chang
Regulation of the Gibberellin Biosynthetic Gene GA1 in Arabidopsis thaliana

Rodney Clare

David M. Cloutier
Happiness and Renunciation: Toward a Moral Theology for the Parish

Joseph Kevin Craig
Effects of Large Scale Hypoxia on the Distribution of Brown Shrimp (Farfantepenaeus aztecus) and Atlantic Croaker (Micropogonias undulatus) in the Northwestern Gulf of Mexico

Alexander Sheffield Crowell
Cross-Section Measurements of Star Configurations in Neutron-Deuteron Breakup at 16.0 MeV

Maria De Iorio
Markov Random Fields at Multiple Resolutions and an ANOVA Model for Dependent Random Measures

Robert O. Deane
The Comparative Neuroanatomical Approach to the Evolution of Primate Cognition

Troy Lewis Dostert
Beyond Russian Politics: Toward a Post-Secular Ethics of Public Life

David Jeffrey Driver
Development and Activation of Antigen-Specific B Cell Memory

Erika Elizabeth Fanselow
Behaviorally-Mediated Dynamic Tactile Response Modes in the Rat Thalamocortical System

Mark E. Ferguson
Issues Regarding the Timing of Order Quantity Commitments in a Dynamic Information Supply Chain

Alexander Richard Galloway
Protocol, or, How Control Exists After Decentralization

Marios A. Gavrielides
A Computer Aid for the Detection of Suspicious Microcalcification Clusters in Digitized Mammograms

Jeffrey Alan Goldman
Effects of the Free Water Surface on Animals that Jump Out of Water

Kimberly Dillon Grantham
Updating of Consumer Beliefs: The Influence of Majority/Minority Status on Consumers' Use of Word-of-Mouth Information

Christopher Scott Greenwald
The Limits of Freedom: Nietzsche's Moral and Political Psychology

A. Kerem Harmanci
Adaptive Temporal Processing for Spread Doppler Clutter Mitigation in Over-the-Horizon Radar

Terry W. Henkel
Ecology and Systematics of Ectomycorrhizal Fungi Associated with Dicyme (Casalpinioceae) in Guyana

Joseph Daniel Hewitt
Characterization of Humic Substances Using Total Luminescence Spectroscopy and Capillary Electrophoresis with Fluorescence Lifetime Detection

Xi Hu
Synthesis, Characterization and Application of Redox Probe Labeled Oligodeoxynucleotides

John Andrew Walker Ireland
The Germination Operon, ggrS of Bacillus anthracis and its Role in Aromatic-Trigged and Cell-Associated Germination

Maria Alejandra Jaramillo Sierra
Divergence and Diversification of the Genus Piper and the Order Piperales

Adriana Michele Campos Johnson
† The Sentences of History: Writing, Difference and the State in Latin America: A Study of Bartolomé de Las Casas, Eusébio da Cunha and Augusto Roa Bastos

Kelly S. Johnson
Beggars and Stewards: The Context of Humility in Christian Economic Ethics

Kevin S. Jones
Mechanisms of Activation and Allostery in the NMDA Receptors

Catherine Jane Karr
Persisting and Change in Protected Area Management: Human Occupation as a Political Pressure Point in São Paulo, Brazil

Ryan Steven King
Dimensions of Invertebrate Assemblage Organization Across a Phosphorus-Limited Everglades Landscape

Jaeho Lee
Essays on Trade, Foreign Direct Investment and Technological Diffusion

Tabea Alexa Linhard
Fearless Women: Gender, Revolution, and Culture in Mexico and Spain

Alejandro Manara
From Close(t) Spaces to the Performance of Hybridity
Tonya Lavette Martin
Transcriptional Regulation of the Fat Cell β3 - Adrenergic Receptor: Implications for Obesity Therapy

Katrina Lei Oje
Poxvirus Regulation of NFκB Activation

Carey James Oliver
Protein Phosphatase-1: Targeting the Cytoskeleton

Priit Indravadi Parekh
Depression in Adults with Diabetes Mellitus: Risk Factors and Relationship to Glycemic Control

Julie Corinne Paulson
Words Made Flesh: Sacramental Knowledge in the English Morality Play

Kimberly Peterson
Living on the Edge: The Travel Writings of Euhemerus, Jamboulas, and Lucian

Tushaar Power
J. S. Bach and the Divine Proportion

Omar Quintero
Clearance of Surfactant Phospholipids in the Lung Following Acute Lung Injury

Amardeep Singh
Post-Secular Subjects: Religious Identity and Difference in the Modern Novel

Diana Marie Swancutt
Pax Christi: Romans as Protepsis to Live as Kings

Chandra L. Theesfeld
Control of Sall1 Localization and Degradation by the Morphogenesis Checkpoint

Christian Thorne-Miano
The Closet of Epistemology: Towards a History of Skepticism

Chandra Stacey Throckmorton
The Effect of Perceptual Anomalies on Speech Recognition in Cochlear Implant Subjects: Predictions from an Acoustic Model

Christopher Edward Tilmann
The Cellular and Molecular Basis of Testis Cord Formation in the Mammalian Gonad

Gregory Joseph Torno
The Hidden Self: Illness and Sexual Aesthetics in Late Nineteenth-Century American Literature

Lawrence Nathan Tumey
Medicinal Chemistry and High Throughput Synthesis of Inhibitors of Lipid A Biosynthesis

Christine Susanne Voigt
Characterisation of the Tet(M) Interactions with the Escherichia coli Ribosome

Jeffrey William Walter
Establishing a Genetic Basis for Juvenile Hemangioma

Mary Kathryn Whetson
Bioaccumulation of the Genus Physalis (Solanaceae)

Anne Blue Wills
Imagination Beyond Belief: The Cultural Sources of Hannah Whitall Smith's Devotional Writing

Kimberly Anne Wright
Consuming Identities: Global Advertising, Marketing and Cultural Identity in India

Allison Carol Wymore
Ts and Local Field Gradients in High Field Magnetic Resonance Microscopy

Jason Michael Zara
Ultrasound and Optical Scanners Using Micromachining Technology
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Kevin Roscoe Davis
The Ethics of Probable Reasoning in the Greek Enlightenment: A Preliminary Study Based on Homer, Herodotus, and Thucydides

Gwenden Louise Dueker
Making Sense of the Blooming Buzzing Confusion: Contextual Effects on Infant Cognition

Michael Joseph Enslie
The Good, the Bad, and the Wealthy: Mobilization and Ideological Campaign Contributions in Congressional Elections

Wei luna Fan
The Structure and Function of NHR1, an Essential Regulator of Systemic Acquired Resistance in Arabidopsis thaliana

Kathryn Kerr Fenn
Daughters of the Revolution, Mothers of the Counterculture: Rock and Roll Groups in the 1960s and 1970s

Alan James Galloway
Moral Perception

Robert George Gibson
Poesis / Autopoiesis: A Systems Theoretical Approach to Rolf Dieter Brinkmann's Literary Technique

John David Griffin
Segmented Representation: How Legislators use Ambiguity to Appeal to Diverse Constituencies

Jeffrey M. Gross
The T-Box Family of Transcription Factors in Sea Urchin Development: Involvement in Pattern Formation and Morphogenesis

Jeffrey D. Grynaviski
McDonald's, Martin van Buren, and the American Mass Party

Nicole M. Haralampus Grynaviski
Application and Development of a Spectrally-Resolved Confocal Microscope: A Study of Lipofuscin Emission Properties
Jason Middleton
Documentary/Greene
Andrew J. Miller
Manon and Her Daughters: Literary Representations and Musical Adaptations of Three Femmes Fatales
Armin Philipp Moczek
Evolution of Polyphenic Development in the Beetle Onthophagus taurus (Coleoptera: Scarabaeidae)
Eric Geoffrey Moliner
The Reversibility of Apolipoprotein E-Induced Cognitive Impairments by Prenatal Choline Supplementation on Spatial Memory and Attention Tasks
Leonic C. Moyle
Evolution and Genetics of Reproductive Isolation in Silene and Other Higher Plants
Stephen Oliver Nelson
Evidence for a Resonance at $E_p = 127$ keV in the $^{14}$N($p\gamma$)O Reaction
Kara Julia O'Keefe
The Evolution of Virulence in Sterilizing Pathogens
Lin Peng
Information and Asset Prices
Karen Petersman
Self-Disclosure in the Everyday Conversations of Kindergarten-Aged Children
Bethany L. Peters
Alcohol Consumption and Productivity
Danapalan Kisten Pillay
Re-Reading Apartheid: Governmentality, Identity, Ethics
Janet Pollack
A Reevaluation of Parthenia and its Context
Matthew Douglas Potter
Biochemical Characterization of Interactions between Ribosomes and the Mammalian Endoplasmic Reticulum
Steven C. Powell
S-Nitrosothiol Syn-anti Isomerization, Decomposition, and Implications for NO-Releasing Drugs and in vivo Control of NO Movement
Meredith Diane Prince
Magic, Love, and the Limits of Power: The Figure of Medea in Latin Love Elegy
John David Ramsey
A Precarious Faith: The Tri-Une Dynamic of the Christian Life
Robert Earl Richard
Optimized Flutter Control for an Aeronautical Delta Wing
Imke Risopp-Nickelson
Interlocking Regimes and the Protection of Human Rights in Europe
Luiz Alberto Oliveira Rocha
Analysis and Optimization of Convection in Channels and Porous Media
Noah David Rosenblatt-Farrell
Corporate Strategies and Student Bodies: The Emergence of School Portraiture as Genre in 20th Century Photography
Steven Edward Rowe
Literary Practices of the Laboring Poor in France, 1800-1860
Matthew Thomas Rutter
Chance and Selection in the Evolution of Positive Species Interactions: An Anti-Plant Mutualism and a Bacterial Commensalism
Jennifer P. Schmahl
Sex, Death and Proliferation: Cellular and Molecular Steps of Sex Determination and Testis Formation
Jonathan Gregory Schoenecker
Immunoinhibitory Properties of Proteases: Serine Danger
Caroline Theresa Schroeder
Disciplining the Monastic Body: Asceticism, Ideology, and Gender in the Egyptian Monastery of Shenoute of Atripe
Robert Michael Seiser
†The Role of Protein Translation in the Regulation of Ribonome
Exchange and mRNA Localization at the Endoplasmic Reticulum

Mark David Sheftall
The Glory and the Sadness: Shaping the Memory of the First World
War in Great Britain, Canada and Australia, 1914-1939

Jeoung-Sook Shin
Most Cell Phagocytosis of Type I Fimbriated E. coli and Particulate
Allergens by Novel Mechanisms

Valerie Simon
The Influence of Predation Pressure on the Signaling Behavior
of an Anolis Lizard

Kimberly A. Smeds
Synthesis, Characterization, and Biomedical Applications of Novel
Photocrosslinkable Hydrogels and Biodendrimers

Katina R. Stapleton
Urban Education, the Policy Process, and the Press: A Case Study
on the Relationship between the Baltimore Sun and Education
Policy in Baltimore, MD

Bradley Alden Stohr
Links Between Replication and Recombinational Repair during
Bacteriophage T4 Infection

Jesse Dale Stricker
Investigations into the Structure and Function of the Escherichia
coli Fis/Zip Ring

Megan L. Sweeney
Doing Time, Reading Crime: Rethinking "The Female Criminal"

Charles Robert Sweet
Novel Substrates of Sugar Nucleotide Acyltransferases that Initiate
Lipid A Biosynthesis

Ross Mitchell Tabachow
Nitric Oxide Emissions from Toluene-Contaminated Soil:
Chemiluminescence Monitoring with Comparison to Microbial
Community Analysis

Jon Wongsawan Tang
Essays on Transmission of Information across International
Equity Markets

Mark Timothy Tierney
Synthesis and Characterization of New Chromophores
for Optical Study
I. Platinum (II) Dithiolates for Nonlinear Optical Studies
II. Redox-active Nucleosides for DNA-Mediated Electron
Transfer Studies

Simon T. Toney
Studies of Directed Ignoring and Directed Forgetting

Tomalei J. Vess
The Development and Evolution of Coccinellid Spacing Patterns

Guy Prentiss Waters
"Rejoice, O Nations, with His People": Deuteronomy 27-30, 32
in the Epistles of the Apostle Paul

Sze Sze Wong
Investigating Collective Learning in Teams: The Context in which
it Occurs and the Collective Knowledge that Emerges from it

Scott Morgan Woodhouse
The Role of ToDR in f1 Filamentous Bacteriophage Infection

Nathan John Wynner
Exploring Structure-Function of the KDPG Aldolase with Site-Directed
Mutagenesis and Directed Evolution

Yanqing Zeng
Numerical Modeling of Wave Propagation in Elastic
and Poroelastic Media with PSTD and PSTD Methods

Kirk Steven Zigler
Reproductive Isolation and the Evolution of Bindin in Sea Urchins

PERSONS WHO ARE LISTED SEPARATELY AS CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREES OF
DOCTOR OF MEDICINE AND DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Ethan Emmet Corcoran
Kevin Dale Courtney
Terry Carlyle Dixon
Honorary Degree Recipients

John Wesley Chandler - Doctor of Laws

Faculty Sponsor - Richard M. Burton
Trustee Sponsor - John A. Koskinen

John Wesley Chandler graduated from Wake Forest University and subsequently earned a Bachelor of Divinity degree in 1952 and a Ph.D. in 1954, both from Duke. He began his professional career as an instructor in philosophy at Wake Forest, then joined the Williams College faculty as an assistant professor of religion. He later served as department chair and was named the Ciucci Professor of Religion. He served as acting provost and then dean of the faculty before leaving Williams in 1968 to become president of Hamilton College in New York. In 1973, Chandler returned to Williams as president and served in that capacity for twelve years. During that time the college substantially expanded its endowment and facilities and completed the transition to coeducation. After retiring, he served as president of the Association of American Colleges and Universities. He also served on the Duke University Board of Trustees from 1985-94, and was the board’s chair in 1993-94. As vice chair of the board, he headed the search committee that recommended President Kooehane as Duke’s eighth president.

Shmuel N. Eisenstadt - Doctor of Humane Letters

Faculty Sponsor - Edward A. Tiryakian
Trustee Sponsor - Robert C. Richardson

Shmuel N. Eisenstadt is the Rose Isaac Professor of Sociology Emeritus at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, from which he received his Ph.D. in sociology in 1947. He is a former president of the Israeli Sociological Association. The author of seminal studies exploring Jewish, Japanese, and European cultures, he specializes in the comparative analysis of civilizations and social institutions. He has taught at universities around the world, including the London School of Economics, the University of Oslo, the University of Zurich, the University of Manchester, and Australian National University as well as Harvard, MIT, Stanford, and the University of Michigan. Among his numerous honors are the Kipps Prize in Social Sciences, the Rothschild Prize in Social Sciences, the Israel Prize in Social Sciences, the International Bataan Prize, and the Max Planck Research Award. Eisenstadt has visited Duke on several occasions, lecturing on Judeo-civilisation in 1987 and, most recently, giving a presentation at the 1996 Mellon Seminar on Modernity and Modern Nationalisms.

Eleanor Thomas Elliott - Doctor of Humane Letters

Faculty Sponsor - Jean F. O’Barr
Trustee Sponsor - Sally D. Robinson

Eleanor Thomas Elliott has chaired the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation and, as a graduate of Barnard College, has served that institution for more than forty years as a trustee (including chairing the board from 1973-76) and a fundraiser. She was on the U.S. Department of Education’s National Advisory Council on Women’s Educational Programs, and has been a member of the American Women’s Economic Development Corporation and the NOW Legal Defense and Education Fund. She has served on many other civic boards as well as on the boards of major corporations, where she has been a strong supporter of gender equity. She has been honored by the National Conference of Christians and Jews, the Red Cross, and many others. Elliott’s father, James A. Thomas, was a close friend of Duke University founder James B. Duke and contributed an extensive collection of books dealing with the Far East. Elliott has carried on the tradition, establishing endowments to benefit the book collection in the Lilly Library’s Thomas Room. She is also actively involved with Duke’s Women’s Studies Program.

John R. Lewis - Doctor of Laws

Faculty Sponsor - Leon W. Herndon
Trustee Sponsor - L. Neil Williams

John R. Lewis, who has represented Georgia’s fifth congressional district since 1986, grew up on his family’s farm in segregated Pike County, Alabama. He graduated from Fisk University and the American Baptist Theological Seminary. In 1961, Lewis joined the Freedom Rides to help challenge segregation across the South. Despite being beaten severely by mobs, he continued his civil rights work and served as chairman of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee from 1963 to 1966. At age twenty-three, he was one of the planners for the historic March on Washington. In 1965, he led the march across Edmund Pettus Bridge in Selma, Alabama, that became known as “Bloody Sunday” following a violent confrontation with police. President Carter appointed Lewis to direct ACTION, a federal volunteer agency with more than 250,000 participants. He won election to the Atlanta City Council in 1981. Among his numerous awards are the Martin Luther King Jr. Non-Violent Peace Prize and the Eleanor Roosevelt Award for Human Rights. He spoke at Duke’s Martin Luther King Jr. Celebration in January 2000.

Thomas K. Wolfe, Jr. - Doctor of Literature

Faculty Sponsor - Cathy N. Davidson
Trustee Sponsor - Roy J. Bostock

Tom Wolfe is the author of such acclaimed books as The Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test (1968), The Right Stuff (1979), The Bonfire of the Vanities (1987), and, most recently, A Man in Full (1998). He is currently at work on a novel about college life. Wolfe was a newspaper reporter for ten years, first with the Springfield (Massachusetts) Union. For six months in 1960, he served as The Washington Post’s Latin American correspondent and won the Washington Newspaper Guild’s foreign news prize for his coverage of Cuba. In 1962, he became a reporter for the New York Herald Tribune. While there, he completed his first book, a collection of articles about the flamboyant Sixties written for New York and Esquire magazines and published in 1965 as The Kandy-Kolored Tangerine-Flake Streamline Baby. The book became a bestseller and established Wolfe as a leading figure in the literary experiment in nonfiction that became known as the “New Journalism.” Wolfe’s daughter Alexandra is a member of the Duke Class of 2002.
HONORS AND DISTINCTIONS
TRINITY COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Summa cum laude

Nadeen Halim Agour
Jacob Maxwell Anderson
Michael T. Anderson
Gregory Christopher Baecher
Luke Robert Bergmann
Alexis Renée Blane
Justin Bledin
Eric James Brantley
Patria Chakravry
Andrew Hughes Chatham
Benjamin Rudolf Crawford
David Prince Creekman
Elise Catherine De Vita
Jason Eric Donald
Peri Renee Edlestein
Maheer Balraju Gandhavadi
Chad Alan Glazer
Jeffrey Stuart Glover
Neil Gupta
Fadi G. Hanna
Juline Michel Holland
Abigail Esther Horn
Ted Shion Hung
Robert Paul Jones
Erica Symmons Keany
Amy Chun Kim
Leslie Williamson King
Joshua Angell Klaczk
Alexander Drew Gill Klein
Jared Ian Strauss Klyman
Evelyn Hwang Low
Kevin David Lackar
Anne Lai
John F. LaSalle III
Edward Lau
Julie Michelle Linton
Samuel Westmoreland Malone
Todd Vogt Malosh
Jordan Evan Mann
Laura Anne McDaniel
Kelly Lynn Sara Mulvey
Zayna Sarah Nahas
Tara Naib
Julie Michele Norman
Justin Iver Odegaard
Scott David Orleck
Rachel Abigail Orlovitz
Stacie Harper Rabinowitz
Kendall Anne Rileigh
Stefanie Danielle Schneider
Sari Alyson Silverman
Gregory Lee Skidmore
Daniel Francis Smith
Jessica French Snow
Steven Robert Turner, Jr.
Christine Marie Varnando
Atheendar Sivabala
Venkataramani
Sean Paul Whiteley
Jane Lohsan Bess Yen
Joshua Mathew Zachariah

Magna cum laude

Erin Hillary Abrams
LeighAnna Allen
Emily Tara Amanatullah
Geoffrey Andrew Anderson
Nicole Helene Arnot
Brian Gettering Ash
James Michael Auslander
Nicholas John Bakastas
Abigail Anne Baker
Catherine Helen Barsoum
Patrick Barth
Maren Dawn Betts-Sonstegard
Gaurav Bhattacharyya
Patricia Anne Brandetas
Douglas Marshall Brinkley, Jr.
Joshua Isaac Brodsky
Andre Buchheister
Andrea Elisabeth Shea Buckwalter
Lee Elizabeth Bullock
Angela Rae Callanan
Amanda Kathleen Camp
John Owyn Campbell
Rebecca Malkin Carr
Catherine Adele Cataldo
Andrew Stephen Chalson
Ilene Ying-Chien Chen
George Zhi Cheng
Kathryn Helen Chomsky-Higgins
Steve Yuan Chu
Britsal James Crawford
Ronnie Dean Crisco
Melissa Marion Devine
Kelly Marie Dirks
Jeffrey Alexander Dixson
Jessica Anne Dreifuss
Mathew Scott Epley
Peter Matthew Fishman
Catherine Felicia Frels
Preeti Garg
David Louis Geier
Naomi Sarah Goldberg
Neal Evan Goldenberg
Karen Tsumuko Gonzalo
Olga Carolina González-Silén
David Stewart Goodwin
Harold Mathew Gottschalk
Rebecca Lee Haffajee
Diana Kay Halstead
Denelle Won Hamada
Chad Jordan Hazlett
Elizabeth Margaret Hein
Robert William Higginbottom
Lauren Caitlyn Hinkle
Tracy Lynn Hristov
Hesham Manzoor Hussain
Helen Hwang
Megan Leigh Insco
Mifflin Pate Jenkins
Susan Caroline Johnson
Valerie Thelma Jones
Jeremy David Jones
Brendan Meredith Kiburuz
Sarah Elizabeth Klimczak
Kristen Elizabeth Klierer
Benjamin Jian-Lee Koh
Frans Xavier Lane, Jr.
Margaret Hedgecock Lauerman
Jennifer Ann Lee
Karen Ann Lee
Lauren Rhea Leicht
Catherine Ellen Lenox
Darren Ming Lew
Rachel Cory Lindsay
Kevin David Lloyd
Heather Lynn Loomis
Jed I. Lowenthal
Jessica Michelle Maas
Melissa RaeAnn Mahoney
Elizabeth Ann Marhofer
Cassandra JoAnn Marshall
Leah Elizabeth Masselink
Aaron Stuart Mayer
Brett Andrew McCray
Kelly Christine McVicker
Lauren Alexis Moses
Veniu Maadhay Nemani
Heather Rachel Neufeld
Mary Elizabeth Katherine Newman
Anne-Marie Christine Newton
Van Hao Nguyen
Masayo Nobe
Albert Holden Norweb
Bryan Allan Ong
Theresa Elizabeth Pancotto
Bryan Henry Parr
Manan Krishnakant Patel
Christina G. Petersen
Richard Dominick Petillo
Natalie Michele Phillip
Brian Scott Panchard
Grant Dale Power
Ahbijit Prabhut
Juliet R. C. Pulliam
Corinne Janelle Rakitt
Leah McCallister Ray
Gina Lisa Rizzo Rebboll
Elizabeth Elizabeth Reickman
Erika Carney Reinders
Nirmala Marie Roche
Johanna Kelly Rogers
Theresia Marie Rohrbeck
Patrick Jay Rosenthal
Carla Jane Rothenberg
Paola Sardi
Carolyn Eve Sattin
Shilpa Saxena
Marla Wynne Schonwald
Matthew Ian Schuneman
Michelle Pauline Friedman
Serber
Matthew Ford Sherwood
Yasmine Siddiqui
Jonathan David Siegel
Amy H. Siegelbaum
James C. Sinclair
Allison Holland Skellay
Amanda Dawn-Harrness Smith
Tazia Danielle Smith
Wiwat Songman
Dirk Patrick Stanley
Douglas Scott Strassnick
Claire Crosby Sullivan
Elizabeth Ann Sullivan
Alexander Eric Sundstrom
Alicia Poyet Swing
Arta Tabasser
Roberto Tepichin III
Amanda Katherine Tolomei
Brian Michael Trotta
Samantha M. Tweedy
Lauren Lee Vose
Marina H. Voulova
Adam Connell Wachtter
Erin Louise Walsh
Todd C. Walther
Anne Keith Walton
Kerry Elizabeth Watson
Michael Zion Weiss
John Moritz Wiemann IV
Christopher Dirk Wilkins
Charles Patton-James Wilkinson
Suzanne Louise Wintrode
Katherine Jane Wischow
Thomas Mark Wojcik
Jane Susannah Woodman
John Cataldo Wright
Eric Michael Wu
Donald Bakh Yoo
Sean Jengwei Young
Ellen Marie Zander
Alana Esther Zorrilla
Veena Kalmanje Acharya
Eric Mark Aldrich
Benjamin Titus Allen
Amin Aminfar
Viki White Askounis
Nicholas David Atchison
Alan Tien-Loong Au
Timothy Paul Bain
G. Brendan Ballard
Christina Lynn Belmore
Alan Michael Billharz
Graham F. Brady
Mara Joy Brain
Laura Kyle Brett
Susan Elizabeth Burnett
Sheng Feng Cai
Margaret McQueen Cantrell
Christopher Mark Celestino
Brian Roger Charville
Krysta Elyse Chauncey
Irene Ying-Pei Chen
Patricia I-Pearl Chen
Daniel Eun Ho Chun
David Cheonho Chung
Daniel Carl Claster
Katherine Hale Clemans
Kelly Renee Cogan
Meghan Love Corbett
Kimberly Sue Counts
Charles Beau Daane
Joshua Rothschild Danziger
Michael C. Disharoon
Catherine Renee Doil
Jonathan Aaron Drobis
Autumn Lynn Edenfield
Brian H. Eichner
Sara Michelle Eisenstat
Rachel Alessandra Ekstrom
Sean Alexander Enkiri
Drew Curtis Ensigo
Leslie Ann Epps
Dana Jill Fabriant
Douglas Dana Falconieri
Elizabeth Anne Farrell
Chris Feizach
Julia Elizabeth Foh
Sarah Babson Ross Gibbons
Georgia Lindsay Gilman
Aniruddh Gopalakrishnan
Katherine Anne Gould
Jill Elizabeth Gray
Andrew Kimball Griffith
Agnieszka Ewa Grochowalska
Adam David Grossman
Scott Nelson Grossman
James Hanson Hanna III
Tarek Noel Hanna
Matthew Peter Harsey
Jonathan Fox Harris
Ryan Fraser Harsch
Bridget Downey Hartman
Henry Chin-Chih Ho
Patrick Adebet Elias Hourani
Albert T. Iwu
Christian Lee Hunt
Elizabeth Martin Iams
Stephanie Anne Imbalzano
Amanda Marie Jones
Rakesh Prakash Jotwani
James Connor Kelly
Edward Emmanuel Kerr
Paul Michael Keverteber
Randa Rajai Khoury
Alison J. Kim
Francis Young Kim
Nicole Stacy Kirshner
David Benjamin Klein
Kelley Fitzpatrick Krant
Courtney Aaron Laginsee
Lita Konstance Lambrakos
Melissa Jean Lewis
Allen J. Loeb
Alexandra Sarah Macy
Kimbrugh Levetton Mauney
Raya Mawad
Eileen Katherine Maziar
Justin Gustave McBride
Meghan Nicholson McComb
Jennifer Neal McDaniel
Porangui Carvalho McGrew
Mark M. Melnyk
Elizabeth Anne Michel
Amanda Noelle Miller
Brian Thomas Miller
Catherine Susanne Miller
Marissa Anne Miller
Safa Misri
Lauren Courtney Moore
Nikki Denise Mowbray
Bridget Anne Murphy
Emily Haas Murphy
Michael Terrell Murphy
Aubrey Kristine Myers
Jeanna Marie Novelli
Jennifer Seoyoung Oh
Bimal Bhupatrai Padalia
Snehal Ishwar Patel
Sarah Sulzheimer Perpich
Timothy Paul Perzyk
Ioanna Pleva
Sujata Pramod Prabhu
Vidya Raju
Nina Hale Ramos
Shaun Alan Rogers
Kimberly Gaye Roitman
Dana Marie Roque
Caroline Rosenberg
Jonathan Michael Roth
Catalina Saldañara Ruiz
Alexander Bodin Saphir
Steven J. Schessier
Michael Trider Scott
Anand Jugalkishor Shah
Ruby Shandilya
Jonathan Charles Shapiro
Denise Anoopa Sharma
Daniel Adam Shatz
Kevin Moran Shuler
Kathryn Louise Sinclair
Virginia Vaughn Sinclair
Kathryn Rose Smith
Kathryn Beck Soulé
Cheratine Peta-Gaye A. Stanford
Gabriel Eric Stern
Frances Peace Sullivan
Rosalynd Tang
Abigail Elizabeth Taylor
Kelly Renee Taylor
Leah Bryna Trabich
Robert Cunningham Turner
Andrew David Tuttle
Jennifer Leigh Wade
Benjamin Wang
Meredith Kate Warren
James Bartley Watts
David Paul West
Bryan Alcott Williams
Meggan Wurzburg
Mohammad Yamin Yakob
James Robert Young
John Thomas Zimmerman

Art and Art History
* Catherine Helen Barsoum
* Lina Jacqueline Fenequito
Therese Marie Rohrbeck
** Lauren Elizabeth Sardina
Jessica French Snow
Rosalynd Tang
** Jessica Lauren Tracey

Biological Anthropology and Anatomy
Andrea Elisabeth Shea
Buckwalter
Andrew Stephen Chalson
Jeanne Marie Novelli

 Biology
Elizabeth Ellen Berg
Douglas Marshall Brinkley, Jr.
Julie Nicole Byrd
Sheng Feng Cai
Eric Wing Kai Choy
Benjamin Lovegren De Bivort
Catherine Renee Doil
Daniel Puig Eiras
Mark Ekram Elzik
Edward Geisinger
Chad Alan Glazer
Golnaz Haghigian
Caroline Haberstroh Halil

Chemistry
Borah Justina Hong
Megan Leigh Ingraham
Pamela Kaly Kohnson
Rakesh Prakash Jotwani
Karen Ann Lee
Carrie Jane Mitchell
Fernanda Baptista Pereira
Mina
Aura Maria Ohando
Brian Scott Pianchard
Sujata Pramod Prabhu
Juliet R. C. Pulliam
Vidya Raju
Shilpa Saxena
Alexandra McLean Stevens
Erin Elizabeth Swails
Brian Michael Trotta
John Moritz Wiemann IV
Luke Edward Wood
Robbin Adelle Wood
Jane Luhsan Bess Yen

Graduation with Distinction

Borah Justina Hong
Megan Leigh Ingraham
Pamela Kaly Kohnson
Rakesh Prakash Jotwani
Karen Ann Lee
Carrie Jane Mitchell
Fernanda Baptista Pereira
Mina
Aura Maria Ohando
Brian Scott Pianchard
Sujata Pramod Prabhu
Juliet R. C. Pulliam
Vidya Raju
Shilpa Saxena
Alexandra McLean Stevens
Erin Elizabeth Swails
Brian Michael Trotta
John Moritz Wiemann IV
Luke Edward Wood
Robbin Adelle Wood
Jane Luhsan Bess Yen

Brendan Meredith Kiburtz
Joyce Eugenia Kung
Venu Madhuv Nemanzi
Justin Iver Odegaard
Crystal Michaela Pressley
Lala Rukh Qadir
Dana Marie Roque
Kathryn Louise Sinclair
Emily Elizabeth Weinert
Brittany Sisbon Williams
Eric Michael Wu

Comparative Area Studies
Bridget Sheri Barnes
Ariana Alice Curtis
Anirudh Gopalakrishnan

Computer Science
** Andrew Hughes Chatham
* Jer-Yee John Chuang
Nikita Tovstoles
John Dai Tran
Joshua Richard Watkins

Cultural Anthropology
* Jay Carroll Champ
Kelly Nicole Fayard
Kristin Marie Simon Hofelt
Any Chun Kim
Sarah McKay Stephens
Bianca Christel Williams

Earth and Ocean Sciences
* Eleanor Anna Bates
* Carrie T. Donnelly
** David Louis Geier
** Jennifer L. McGuire
* David Allen Stuebe
Amanda Gail Turner

Economics
* Gregory Christopher Baecher
Justin Bledin
Jennifer Kaur Dhatt
* Peter Matthew Fishman
Brian Joseph Fried
Anirudh Gopalakrishnan

Inav Kumar
* John Hanso Li
* Lauren Alexis Moses
* Tara Naib

Highest Distinction

* High Distinction
** Highest Distinction
History
Nicholas J. Bohl
David Prince Creekman
Olga Carolina González-Sielen
Bari LeAnne Helms
Natasha Terese Khouri
Lara Christine Lambert
Nkasi Susan Okafor
Lindsey Ann Shaginaw
Erica Devon Weinberg
Christopher Dirk Wilkins

Linguistics
Krista Elise Chaucney

Mathematics
**Samuel Westmoreland Malone

Medieval and Renaissance Studies
**John F. LaSalle III

Philosophy
* Nina Louise Flax

Physics
Bristol James Crawford
Jay Michael Strader

Political Science
Marko Djurovic
Courtney Aaron Laginess
Tracey Sloane Lesetar
Michael Kevin McKoy
Elizabeth Kim Nach
Jaime Emilio Ramirez
Erika Carney Reinders

Kirkwood Ryan Roland
Robert Cunningham Turner
John Kenneth White, Jr.
Katherine Jane Wischow

Program II
Nipun Chhabra
Talya Elise Klein
Laura Anne McDaniel
Porangui Carvalho McGrew
Julie Michele Norman
Alexander Bodin Saphir
Jessica Arlene Wofford

Psychology
Emily Tara Amanatullah
Lee Elizabeth Bullock
Elise Catherine De Vita
Patrick Hamilton Finan
Matthew Jensen Hays
Chad Jordan Hazlett
Francis Young Kim
David Bradley King
Julie Michele Linton
Peter Bowman Mack
Alexandra Sarah Macy
Brian Thomas Miller
Marissa Anne Miller
Nikki Denise Mowbray
Sarah Jean Ordaz
Julia Marta Pavon
Rendall Anne Rileigh
Kimberly Fayme Roliman
Virginia Vaughan Sinclair
Patricia Zhilei Tan
Jennifer Ann Tsai

Sarah Margaret Violin
Erika Laurentel Watson
Suzanne Louise Wintrode
Helen M. Zayac

Public Policy Studies
**Drew Curtis Easing
Tracy Lynn Hresko

**Abhi Jit Prabhu
Lala Ruki Qadir

** Catalina Saldarriaga Ruiz
** Kathryn Beck Soulé
Lauren Lee Vose
Erin Louise Walsh

Romance Studies
Teresa Marie Alukal

Slavic Languages and Literature
* Jacob Maxwell Anderson

Sociology
Kathleen Margaret Carroll
Randa Rajai Khoury

Theater Studies
* Julia Elizabeth Foh

Women's Studies
**Kelly Renee Coogan
* Susan Caroline Johnson

* High Distinction
** Highest Distinction

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

Summa cum laude

James Richard Adleman
Ryan George Fasullo Bollom
Peter Brian Brenda
Wai Lam Chan

John Fook-Wing Cheng
Pavan Kumar Cheruvu
Herbert John Cooper
Ashkan Ghaifari

Danielle Corinne Schillinger
Anup Ramesh Shah
Scott William Smith
Stanton Andrew Stebbins

Alfred Fai Hang Wong
Raymond Woo
Gabriel Ká-yiu Yuen

Magna cum laude

Benjamin James Atken
David Ethan Alspector
Andrew Scott Brohl
Jer-Yee John Chuang
Joshua Paul Davis
Todd Jason Dolinsky
Jeffrey Stephen Earhart

Stacey Lee Gangstead
Tan Gao
Trisawati Halim
Jesse Brandon Hoagg
Michael Alan Holub
Benjamin Hong

Christopher Ferenc Marki
Anand Kumar Nathan
Priya Vinekar Nilekani
Kimberly Ann Novick
Amil Ashok Patel
Aaron Thomas Patzer

Lisa Nicole Rauenzahn
Paul Edward Rosenstiel
Eldree Stephens
Stacey Elizabeth Tylka
David P. Williams

Cum laude

Adib Adnan Abla
Adam Patrick Burns
Andrew James Declercq
Douglas Manning Dumont
Jon Toivo Embreg

Alyssa Michelle Fanelli
Michael S. Forman
Travis Nagel Friedrich
Derek A. Hahn
Benjamin Michael Harrison

Jennifer S. Hong
Julie Michelle Kempton
Shelley Lynn Kessinger
Kristina Lynn Lundberg
Steven Robert Meyers

Ryan Russell Mohling
Clark McKerall O’Niell
Kevin Wei-Zhong Teng
Cliff J. Yeh
Rami David Zeman
Elections to Tau Beta Pi

James Richard Adleman
Benjamin James Atiken
Ryan George Falullo Bollom
Peter Brian Brende
Andrew Scott Brohl
Adam Patrick Burns
Wai Lam Chan
John Fook-Wing Cheng
Pavan Kumar Chenuvu

Jer-Yee John Chuaung
Herbert John Cooper
Joshua Paul Davis
Todd Jason Dolinsky
Stacey Lee Gangstead
Tan Gao
Askanan Ghaffari
Derek A. Hahn
Trisnawati Halim

Michael Alan Holub
Ryan Russell Mohling
Anand Kumar Nathan
Priya Vinekar Nilekani
Amil Ashok Patel
Aaron Thomas Patzer
Lisa Nicole Rauenzahn
Danielle Corinne Schilling
Anup Ramesh Shah

Stanton Andrew Stebbins
Eldde Stephens
Stacey Elizabeth Tylka
David P. Williams
Alfred Fai Hang Wong
Raymond Woo
Cliff J. Yeh
Gabriel Kai-yin Yuen

Graduation with Distinction

Engineering — Biomedical
Rebecca Catherine Bool
Andrew Scott Brohl
Jennifer Lee Case
Douglas Manning Dumont
Jeffrey Stephen Earhart
Sitarameswara Emami

Jeffrey Brian Heyman
Ara Albert Karamanian
Craig Sean Lan
Steven Robert Meyers
Anand Kumar Nathan
Luke Oliver Palmer
Sarah Ann Park

* Charles Raymond Forton
* Stacey Lee Gangstead
Askanan Ghaffari
James Applewhite Grant
* Dustin Allen Heldman

Clinton David Walker
David Ping-Hsin Wu

Engineering — Civil
Derek A. Hahn
Jesse Brandon Hoag
Kimberly Ann Novick

Engineering — Mechanical
Robert Benjamin Davis

* Howard G. Clark Award

SCHOOL OF NURSING

Elections to Beta Epsilon Chapter of Sigma Theta Tau International Honor Society of Nursing

Melanie McNeely Boatwright
Sara Todd Breckenridge Sproat
Aileen Ward Burress
Marsha Michelle Edwards
Heather Renee Ellington
Michelle Bender Gibson
Kimberly Nicole Greene
Deborah Lynn Guentensberger

Nichol Dixon Harris
Tobin Earl Hill
Erin Jennifer Kolkman
Charleene Patricia Leonard
Sarah Kay Little
Emily Lauren McClung
Beth Anne New

William J. Oxford
Tracey Marie Penny
Katherine Colligan Pereira
Pamela Renee Pope
Marlene Marie Rickert
Dana Frances Ross
Robin Elizabeth Ruta

Jason Lawrence Saavedra
Kathryn Kelly Smith
Sandy Ann Starritt
Valerie Penny Tarte
Theresa M. Thompson
Shirley Cadigan Tuller
Sandrine Vazquez

Who’s Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges

Sara Todd Breckenridge Sproat
Aileen Ward Burress
Michelle Bender Gibson
Erin Jennifer Kolkman
Jacqueline Marie Loehr

Barbara M. Longmore
Audrey Sierra Murdoch
Emily Lauren McClung
Tena W. Messer
Beth Anne New

Mary Elizabeth Paden
Tracey Marie Penny
Amy Anne Pickett
Dana Frances Ross

Jason Lawrence Saavedra
Erin Lynn Shonkwiler
Hera Hagop Tashjian
Shirley Cadigan Tuller

FUQUA SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Fulqua Scholars

Melissa Marie Aguilar
Brenna Camille Copeland
James Burgess Corran
Henry Drew Danziger
Roberto Espinosa, Jr.
Angel Gavirio Besteiro
Walter Benjamin Grimes IV
Jean-Marie Guerout
Matthew T. Haggemiller
Geoffrey Mason Hardin
Cristina Constantin Harea
Christopher Lloyd Hewitt

Tu Anh Hoang
Grant Thomas Hollett IV
Thomas Joseph Jacobs
Kristen Ann Kellerer
Kurt Eric Knab
John Anthony LaBarca
Jared Allen Lawrence
David Aaron Levinson
Hang Li
Sean H. Marshall
Manuel Martinez-Fidalgo

Stephen Meggery
Matthew Judd Michaud
Kristine Kay Nisen
Mathias Thomas Norweg
Oleg V. Osipenko
Rita Kirit Parikh
Daniel James Paul
Kevin Alan Raketch
Alexandre Rappaport
Massimiliano Rossi
Gurkan Salk

Dai Shiraishi
Moni Singh
Richard Wesley Studer
Ebru Sonmez
Judd Wilson Staples
Michalis P. Stavrionides
Dhrupad Anil Trivedi
Ana Valverde Vidal
David Rowland Watson
Scott Evan Weiner
Jin Yu
DIVINITY SCHOOL

Summa cum laude

Daniel William Barber
Ellene Zaide Biggrove
William Jarrod Brown
Philip R. Brubaker
Renee Burnett
Barbara Davenport Day
Melanie Lynn Dobson
Manisha N. Dostert
Andrew Joseph Gallwitz
Patricia Freeman Hawkins
Jennifer Lynn Howell
Sarah Elizabeth Johnson
David Alderson Keck
Warren Anderson Kinghorn
Jeffrey M. McCurry
Amanda Roche Rooker
Matthew R. Schlimm
Cat Jonathan Tran
Jeremy Isaac Troxler
Joseph Richard Winters II

Magna cum laude

Chris Brooking
Carolyn Leigh Hunt Burrus
Sean Richard Burt
Kathleen Louise Myers Coe
Joyce Christine Day
Laura Cae Easter
Meghan Elyse Feldmeyer
Lynda L. Ferguson-Allen
Danny Lee Gray, Jr.
Thornton Braddaw Henry
Dennis James Hershberger
Brian Keith Langlands
Cynthia Kay Lister
Edward Taylor Martin
Becky Roselium McMillan
Stephanie Totty Patterson
Stephen G. Picaske
Bennie Hilton Reynolds III
Robert G. Rexroat
Leah Dinene Rosso
David Matthew Stark

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Elections to Alpha Omega Alpha

Adam Joel Bass
Sigrid Eva Berg
Jennifer Theresa Davel
Matthew Jay Ellis
Katherine Schuster Garman
Brian Robert Knab
Patrick Y. Lee
Brian Lima
Shriram Nallamshetty
Sara Kate Pasquali
Gregory Joseph Sabo
Carlos David Sanchez
Catherine Choy Smith
Stephanie Lynn Vanderveldt
Gin Ru Wang
Samuel Secord Wellman
Joan Susie Woo

ELECTIONS TO PHI BETA KAPPA

Nadeen Halim Agour
Amrita A. Ahuja
Mika Alice Albright
Jacob Maxwell Anderson
Jonathan Gregory Aeke
Gregory Christopher Baecher
Diane Elizabeth Bartley
Sarah Jane Baumgardel
Luke Robert Bergmann
Alexis Renee Blane
Justin Bledin
Melanie Elizabeth Bolling
Ryan George Basello Bollom
Eric James Brantley
Peter Brian Brende
Lee Elizabeth Bullock
Cleveland Roswell Burke
Rachel Judith Chait
Patra Chakshuvej
Wai Lam Chan
Andrew Hughes Chatham
John Fook-Wing Cheng
Pavan Kumar Cheruvu
Benjamin Rudolf Crawford
Bristol James Crawford
David Prince Creekman
Elise Catherine De Vita
Jason Eric Donald
Peri Renee Edelstein
William Ryan Edwards
Andrew Ryan Fischel
Joseph Bernard Fox IV
Maheer Balaraju Gandhavadi
Aashan Gaffari
Chad Alan Glazer
Neil Gupta
Padi G. Hanna
Lauren Caitlyn Hinkle
Thomas Armstrong Hope
Abigail Esther Horn
Albert T. Hsu
Ted Shion Hung
Mark William Jenkins
Sara Lynn Johnson
Emily Theresa Johnson
Jeremy David Jones
Robert Paul Jones
Peter Philip Jordan
Jinan Lucille Saleh Joudah
Christopher Matthew Jozwiak
Erica Symmons Keany
Amy Chun Kim
Andrew Tae-Hyun Kim
Leslie Williamson King
Joshua Angell Kaczek
Jared Ian Strauss Klyman
Evelyn Hong Kow
Lee Joanne Kivinskas
Kevin David Lacker
Anne Lai
John E. La Salle III
Edward Lau
Jennifer Ann Lee
Jennifer Henrica Lee
Julie Michelle Linton
Hao Lo
Heather Lynn Loonis
Marla Kristel Maluk
Samuel Westmoreland Malone
Todd Vogt Maloof
Jordan Evan Mann
Laura Anne McDaniel
Alam Ramin Mortezale
Kelly Lynn Sara Mulvey
Zayna Nafas
Tara Naib
Shu Wen Ng
Alison Elizabeth Niebani
Julie Michele Norman
Justin Iver Odegard
Scott David Orleck
Rachel Abigail Ornitz
Alicia Marie Pastor
Amil Ashok Patel
Megan Victoria Pifer
Meghan Elizabeth Poe
Kristin Marie Posehn
Stacie Harper Rabinozitz
Christopher Kerry Reddy
Kendall Anne Rieleigh
Jed Alan Santa Maria
D'Anna Christine Saul
Joshua Samuel Schiffin
Stefanie Danielle Schneider
Sari Alyson Silverman
Jeffrey David Singerman
Gregory Lee Skidmore
Daniel Francis Smith
Scott William Smith
Jessica French Snow
Christina Starnes
Eldee Stephens
Art Tabaei
Steven Robert Turner, Jr.
Brandon L. VanGrack
Christine Marie Varnado
Atchendar Sivabala
Venkataramani
Douglas H. Weinstein
Jennifer Taylor West
Sean Paul Whiteley
Mercedith Elaine Wilson
Thomas Mark Wojcik
Alfred Fai Hang Wong
John Cataldo Wright
Jane Luhsan Bess Yen
Gabriel Kashi Yuen
Joshua Matthew Zachariah
Ellen Marie Zander
Alumni/Honorary Election
John Cocke

ELECTIONS TO SIGMA XI, THE SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH SOCIETY

Eric Wing Kai Choy
Mark Ekram Elisk
Megan Leigh Inso
Rakesh Prakash Jotwani
Jeffrey M. Marcus
Carrie Jane Mitchell
Justin Iver Odegard
Gabriel Eric Stern
Kirk Steven Zigler
SPECIAL PRIZES AND AWARDS

Chemistry
Howard Hughes Forum Fellowship
Brendan Meredith Kibor
Joyce Eugenia Kung
Justin Iver Odegard
Dana Marie Roque
Kathryn Louise Sinclair
Emily Elizabeth Weinert
Eric Michael Wu
Kenneth Gordon Fellowship
Jason Eric Donald
Joyce Eugenia Kung
Kathryn Louise Sinclair
Emily Elizabeth Weinert
Merck Index Award
Justin Iver Odegard
Department of Chemistry Award
Jason Eric Donald
Hypercube Scholar Award
Jason Eric Donald
Classical Studies
David Trottier Clark Prize
Steven Robert Turner, Jr.
Cultural Anthropology
Judith E. McDade Memorial Prize
Kelly Nicole Fayard
Amy Chun Kim
Divinity
American Bible Society Award
for Biblical Studies
Matthew R. Schnell
Excellence in Bible
Sean Richard Burt
Fellowship Seminarian Award
Melanie Lynn Dobson
Hoyt Hickman Award for Excellence in Liturgics
Laura Caee Easter
Jamison Jones Preaching Award
Lauren Paige Richardson
John H. Ness Award
Second Place: Amanda Roche Rooker
Earth and Ocean Sciences
Thomas V. Laska Memorial Award
David Louis Geier
Estwing Award
Jennifer L. McGuire
David Allen Stuebe
Education
Duke University/International School of Brussels Fellow Award
Ermn Forte Gonnell
DT Stellings Award
Margaret Elizabeth Watson
Engineering
American Society of Civil Engineers Prize
[Name]
Christina Love Mitchell
Laney Elizabeth Simmons
David Randall Fuller Prize
Deborah Hoonjae Lee
The Hofheinz Award
Rebecca Catherine Rool
Sarah Ann Park
International Honors Program
Kevin Wei-Zhong Teng
Mechanical Engineering and Materials Science Faculty Award
Herbert John Cooper
Otto Meier, Jr., Tau Beta Pi Award
Pavan Kumar Cheruva
Audrey E. Palmer Award
Ryan George Fusillo Bollo
Eric L. Pas Award
Derek A. Hahn
Jesse Brandon Hoag
Kimberly Ann Novick
Theo C. Flickington Award
Avni Vora
Pi Tau Sigma Scholarship Award
Rami David Zelman
Charles Seeger Memorial Award
Raymond Woo
Walter J. Seelye Scholastic Award
Pavan Kumar Cheruva
George Sherrid III Memorial Award in Electrical Engineering
Peter Brian Brende
William Breuner Stowe Environmental Engineering Award
Kimberly Ann Novick
Lisa Nicole Rauenzahn
Pratt School of Engineering Student Service Award
Heather Ruth Byrd
Herbert John Cooper
The da Vinci Award
Pavan Kumar Cheruva
English
Stenley E. Fish Award for Outstanding Work in British Literature
John D. McCall
Anne Flexner Memorial Award for Fiction
First Place: Anne-Marie Christine Newton
Second Place: Jennifer Selyuen Oh
Anne Flexner Memorial Award for Poetry
Lisa Marie Rying

Bascom Headen Palmer Literary Prize
Jeffrey Stuart Glover

Barbara Herstein Smith Award
for Outstanding Work in Literary Criticism or Theory
Angela Rae Callanan

Outstanding Work in American Literature
Autumn Lynn Edenfield

Outstanding and Most Original Senior Thesis
Natalie Michele Phillips

Non-fiction Essay Contest
Second Place: Christine Marie Varnado
Third Place: Lauren Cathlyn Hinkle

Environment
Virla L. Fischer Award
Daniel Lyons

USDA Forest Service Student Science Award
Daniel Francis Smith

History
William T. Labrade Prize in History
Olga Carolina González-Silén
Christopher Dirk Wilkins

Institute of the Arts
Louis H. Sudler Prize in the Creative and Performing Arts
Orcie Claire Gober

Edward H. Benenson Award in the Arts
Catherine Helen Barsem
Benjamin Rudolf Crawford
Frances Shin-yeet Hsieh
Elizabeth Martin Iams
Talya Elise Klein
Porangui Carvalho McGrew
Elizabeth Kim Nach
Jennifer Scouuen Oh
Kendall Anne Rieleigh
Theresa Marie Rohrbueck
Michael Tedder Scott

Medicine
Agilent Technologies Award
Caryn D. Balduf
Adam Joel Bass
Jennifer Theresa Davel
Matthew Jay Ellis
Sara Kate Pasquali

American Medical Women’s Association
Janet M. Glasgow Memorial Award
Stephanie Lynn Vanderveldt

Janet M. Glasgow Achievement Citation
Sigrid Eva Berg
Catherine Choy Smith
Joan Susie Woo

SENIOR SCHOLARSHIPS:
William G. Aylwin Scholarship
Adam Joel Bass
Sigrid Eva Berg
Jennifer Theresa Davel
Katherine Schuver Garman
Shriram Nallamshetty

Sara Kate Pasquali
Gregory Joseph Sabo
Rakesh K. Singh
Catherine Choy Smith
Stephanie Lynn Vanderveldt
Joan Susie Woo

Bernham Merit Scholarship
Matthew Jay Ellis
Brian Robert Knab
Brian Lima
Heather Jane Mummery

Kirk Scholarship
Erie Fairbank Kumilson

Joseph Collins Foundation Scholarship
Regina Derstine Norris

Dawson Scholarship
Andrea Lenore Christian
Shannon Louise Daniels
Katherine Schuver Garman
Stephanie Kamila Sharps
Rakesh K. Singh
Susan Ann Sudka
Ranya Nabil Sweis

Dean’s Recognition Award
Sigrid Eva Berg
Gregory Joseph Sabo
Bimal Ramesh Shah
Rakesh K. Singh
Joan Susie Woo

Dean’s Tuition Scholarship
Jarrod Demetrius Day
Benjeil Zurishahddai Edghill
Brian Lima
Douglas Ian McIachlan
Karin Reed Minter
Stephanie Kamila Sharps

Diabetes Foundation Scholarship
Carlos David Sanchez

Endocrine Society Award
Jonathan Keith Killian

Gertrude B. Elion Research Scholarship
Jennifer Theresa Davel

Four Schools Scholarship
Katherine Schuver Garman
Rakesh K. Singh

Howard Hughes Research Grants
Andre Arash Lighvani
Qing Brenda Ye

Howard Hughes Research Training Fellowships
Matthew Jay Ellis
Rahul Khurana
Wayne Rong-Yeu Lo
Jason Michael Rowatk
Gregory Joseph Sabo
Katherine Choy Smith
Joan Susie Woo

Humanism in Medicine Award
Rahul Khurana

Thomas Jefferson Award
Aaron Frank Pulver
Laurie Self Pulver

Marhee Anatomy Award
Gregory Joseph Sabo

Michael Nathan Memorial Fund Award
Douglas Ian McIachlan

Merk Manual Award
Erie Fairbank Kumilson
Brian Lima
Samuel Secord Wellman

National Institutes of Health Summer Fellowship
Eugene Ickjin Hwang
Trevor Reed Pickering
Monica Len Smith

E. E. Owen Award
Katherine Schuver Garman
Catherine Choy Smith

Stanley J. Saroyoff Scholarship Award
Brian Lima
Alice M. Wang

Fugene A. Stead Research Scholarship
Peter Michael Grossi
Michael Chia-shiao Hsu
George Anthony Manousos

Orthopaedic Research Scholarship
Trevor Reed Pickering

Charles A. Strickland Scholarship
Andre Arash Lighvani
Sara Kate Pasquali
Anand Kanur Rohatgi
John Joseph Villani

Music
Julia Wilkinson Mueller Prize for Excellence in Music
Kerry Elizabeth Watson

Naval Science
American Legion Scholarship
Jon Toivo Enberg

Bank of America Admiral Holloway Award
Jon Toivo Enberg

Dadalian Foundation Scholarship
Alicia Suarez Falken

Society of American Military Engineers Medal
Jon Toivo Enberg
Stephen Taylor Thompson

National Defense Industrial Association Award
Christopher Michael Grocki

Secretary of the Navy Distinguished Midshipmen Award
Eric James Brantley

Naval Submarine League
Outstanding Achievement
Stephen Taylor Thompson
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Nursing
National Health Service Corps Scholarship
Heather Renee Ellington

Bonnie Jones Friedman, Ph.D.,
Humanitarian Award
Dana Frances Ross

Thelma Ingles Award
Tena W. Messer

Political Science
Alona E. Evans Prize in International Law
Marko Djurjanovic

Robert S. Rankin American Government Award
for Leadership and Academic Achievement
Michael Kevin McKoy
Gregory Lee Skidmore

Robert S. Rankin Award in American
Government and Constitutional Law
Gregory Lee Skidmore
Elisabeth G. VerHAle Award
Kirkwood Ryan Roland

Psychology
Kurt E. Zener Award for Outstanding
Performance of an Undergraduate Major in
Psychology
David Bradley King

Public Policy Studies
Joel Fleishman Distinguished Scholar Award
Anne Lai

Terry Sanford Leadership Award
Lala Rukh Qadir

Best Honors Thesis
Drew Curtis Ensign

Romance Studies
Robert J. Niess/Alexander Hull Award in French
Catherine Adele Cataldo

Richard L. Redmore Award in Spanish
Leah Elizabeth Masselink

Sociology
Howard E. Jensen Prize in Sociology
Randa Rajai Khoury

Theater Studies
Harold Brody Award for Excellence in Musical
Theater
Matthew Ian Schuneman

John M. Clum Distinguished Theater Studies
Graduate Award
Julia Elizabeth Foh

Alex Cohen Award
Kendall Anne Raleigh

Dasha Epstein Award in Playwriting
Nina Hale Ramos

Tommaso Iacovella Award for Excellence in
Acting
Reginald Shawn Harris

Dale B. J. Randall Award in Dramatic
Literature
Anne-Marie Christine Newton

---------------

Raymond Lubin, M.D. Award
Pavan Kumar Cheruvu
Justin Iver Odegard

Richard K. Lubin Prelaw Award
Kelsey Marie Weir

National Science Foundation Graduate Research
Fellowships
Andrew Hughes Chatham
Benjamin Lovegren de Bivort
Jason Eric Donald
Michael Alan Holub
Kevin David Lacker
Juliet R. G. Pulliam

Rhodes Scholarship
Alexis Renée Blane
Christian Andrew Campbell
Pavan Kumar Cheruvu
Samuel Westmoreland Malone

Harry S. Truman Scholar
Christine Marie Varnado

Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship
Luke Robert Bergmann
Andrew Hughes Chatham
Pavan Kumar Cheruvu
Kevin David Lacker
Samuel Westmoreland Malone
Scott William Smith

Rockefeller Brothers Fund Fellowships for Students of Color Entering the Teaching Profession
Natasha Monique Harris
Akil Edward Ross

The University Scholar/Teacher Award
Stanley M. Hauertwas

The Alumni Distinguished Undergraduate Teaching Award
Peter D. Feaver

The Distinguished Alumni Award
Edmund T. Pratt, Jr.
ANGIER B. DUKE MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP AWARD

Luke Robert Bergmann
Alexis Renée Blain
Andrew Hughes Chatham
Pavan Kumar Cheruvu
Herbert John Cooper
Benjamin Lovegren de Bivort
Samuel Westmoreland Malone
Todd Vogt Malosh
Lauren Alexis Moses
Van Hoang Nguyen
Michael Joseph Smolow
Eldee Stephens
Christine Marie Varnado
Christopher Dirk Wilkins
Katherine Jane Wischow

BENJAMIN N. DUKE SCHOLARSHIP LEADERSHIP AWARD

LeighAnna Allen
Kelly Lane Atkinson
Angela Rae Callanan
Patricia I-Pearrn Chen
Lina Jacqueline Fenequito
Alison Marie Haddock
Anna Rose Layton
Listervelt Bakari Middleton
Farhan Mustafa
Justin Lewis Park
Melva Evette Pinn
Martin Damien Wilkins

REGINALDO HOWARD MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP AWARD

Monica Warrenita Belle
Dorlan Jamal Kimbrough
Erin Nenedia Reid

UNIVERSITY SCHOLARS PROGRAM
Lesley Timia Hall

TRINITY SCHOLARSHIP AWARD

Lina Jacqueline Fenequito
Anna Rose Layton

PRESIDENT'S RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP AWARD

Kevin David Lacker
Erin Elizabeth Sager
Raymond Woo

WILLIAM J. GRIFFITH UNIVERSITY SERVICE AWARD

Emma Virginia Archibong
Sofya Helena Asfaw
Deanna Janee Atchley
Bianca Aguiar Briaola
Erie Ashley Burton
James Melvin Carter III
Vikram K. Devisetty
Catherine Felicia Frels
Neil Gupta
Chevon Monique Haswell
Andrew Stewart Highland
Abigail Esther Horn
John Christopher Hudson
Susan Caroline Johnson
Kristen Elizabeth Kneier
Ambika Kumar
Matthew Seth LeBauer
Julie Michelle Linton
Tonya Lavette Martin
Laura Anne McDaniel
Bridget Anne Murphy
Jugnu Biba Nijjar
Julie Michele Norman
Bunia Lee Parker
Kate Irene Peace
Sujata Pramod Prabhu
George Ivie Ragsdale
Dana Frances Ross
Shilpee Tiwari
Christine Marie Varnado
Tomalel J. Yess
Lauren Lee Vose
Jennifer Leigh Wade
Sean Jengwei Young

COMMISSIONED OFFICERS IN THE UNITED STATES NAVY
ENSIGN, UNITED STATES NAVY

Eric James Brantley
Benjamin Rhoads Colgrove
Charles Joseph Daniel
Marla Rhea Davis
Angela Nicole Barrentine Doerr
Paul Conrey Easton
Jon Toivo Enberg
Alicia Suarez Falken
Christopher Michael Grocki
Travis Edward Harrell
Temperance Claire Huffstetler
Patrick Brigham Luquire
Geoffrey Michael Morrison
Jeffrey Michael Petroksy
Mark Stewart Rockwood
Liesel Keirsey Stanhope
John Walter Stigi
Stephen Taylor Thompson

COMMISSIONED OFFICERS IN THE UNITED STATES ARMY
SECOND LIEUTENANT, UNITED STATES ARMY

Yousin Jerry Huang

COMMISSIONED OFFICERS IN THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
SECOND LIEUTENANT, UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

Geoffrey Andrew Anderson
Thomas Jonathan Jenkins
Erika Lee Meyers
MEMBERS OF THE FACULTY, RETIRING

Mahadev Apte (1965)
Helmy H. Bilgic (1967)
John E. Boynton (1968)
Donald Burdick (1962)
James R. Clapp (1963)

Richard J. Dwane (1989)
George J. Ellis III (1970)
John D. Forsyth (1978)
Nicholas W. Gillham (1968)
William E. Hammond (1968)

Donna H. Hewitt (1973)
Gail R. Marsh (1969)
John F. Oates (1967)
George Pearsall (1964)
Sheldon R. Pinnell (1973)

Alexander Silbiger (1984)
D. Moody Smith (1965)
Richard Stubbing (1986)
Elia E. Villameux (1969)
Richard L. Wells (1962)

* Denotes the beginning year of service at Duke.

SCHOOL MARSHALS

Jennifer Avery
Bertie S. Belvin
Milton A. Blackmon
Anita P. Brown
Pamela Brown
Martina J. Bryant
Gregory F. Duncan

Paula E. Gilbert
Pamela S. Hanson
Betty B. Jones
Amanda T. Kelso
Norman C. Keul
Donna Kostyu
Caroline L. Lattimore

Stephen G. LeMoine
Thomas D. Mann
Tiffney L. Marley
Kurt L. Meletzke
Kurt R. Olausen
Carrie B. Painter
Cynthia A. Peters

Margaret Riley
Connie Simmons
Kay H. Singer
Patricia L. Thibodeau
Ellen W. Wittig
Patricia A. Yonaitis

STAFF MARSHALS

Todd C. Adams
Sally A. Allison
Heather A. Bennett
Thomas C. Black

Stephen D. Bryan
Charles W. Byrd, Jr.
Robert W. Carr, Jr.
Debbie A. Lo Biondo

Ryan T. Lombardi
Ira D. Mueller
Calla A. Raynor

Suzanne J. Wasiolek
Sterly L. Wilder
Gerald L. Wilson

STUDENT MARSHALS

Emily R. Kernan
Chief Student Marshal

Juhshen Chen
Assistant Chief Student Marshal

Richard A. White
University Marshal

Gerald L. Wilson
Associate University Marshal

Suzanne J. Wasiolek
Assistant University Marshal

Debra C. Cash
Program Coordinator
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THE TRADITIONS OF COMMENCEMENT

Duke University traces its origin to 1838 when Brown's School-house, a one-room log subscription school, expanded to Union Institute upon the uniting of Methodist and Quaker families. Today's ceremony represents the one hundred and fifth official exercise dating from 1832 when action of the North Carolina General Assembly authorized the institution to grant degrees. Throughout the years graduation exercises have varied in scope, sometimes offering as much as a week of celebration to the graduates, their families, and citizens of rural Randolph County, North Carolina, the site of the predecessor institutions to Duke University located near High Point. This weekend the exercises follow traditions established in that first decade of official ceremonies by recognizing graduation with distinction and noting recipients of special honors and prizes, by featuring a speaker from the graduating classes, by awarding honorary degrees, by offering Bibles to those receiving undergraduate degrees, and by having the faculty and administration honor the graduates and their families with an outdoor reception.

Notable ceremonies in the nineteenth century included those of 1889 when President Braxton Craven presented diplomas reflecting a name change to Trinity College to acknowledge the institution's church-relatedness, of 1877 when the first earned M.A. degrees were awarded, and of 1878 when Mary Persis, and Theresa Giles earned degrees, becoming the first women graduates of the College. Student orations in 1888 by Daniel C. Roper and John Spencer Bassett demonstrated leadership in the graduating classes in that Roper became Secretary of Commerce under President Franklin D. Roosevelt and Bassett became a scholar of note in American history. In 1905 while professor at Trinity College, Bassett and Trinity's name became forever associated with the history of academic freedom. The College's Board of Trustees turned back widespread appeals for Bassett's dismissal when editors he wrote for the scholarly journal, The South Atlantic Quarterly, questioned the then prevailing views on race relations. Dormitories on East Campus were named in honor of the Giles sisters and Bassett.

The leadership of President John F. Crowell, the donation of land by Julian S. Carr, and the financial assistance of Washington Duke made possible the relocation of Trinity College to Durham in 1892. Within a decade Trinity College established a reputation for excellence, confirming President Crowell's opinion that higher education in the twentieth century would progress best in an urban setting, especially one with enlightened, progressive leadership. The College received numerous gifts for buildings, beautification, and even salaries for personnel from the Duke family, but especially welcome were three separate gifts of $100,000 each from Washington Duke for endowment.

In addition to the celebrated Bassett Affair, Trinity College gained a national reputation as a founding member of the Association of Colleges and Preparatory Schools of the Southern States, an accrediting agency that would upgrade educational standards in the region. Further recognition followed with membership in 1905, along with only one other southern institution, in the Association of American Law Schools; with the selection of Charles R. Bagley, Class of 1914, as the school's first Rhodes Scholar; and with the establishment of a Phi Beta Kappa chapter in 1919.

Graduation ceremonies became more formal under the direction of a College Marshal. Caps and gowns appeared, and after 1902 students received Latin honors in recognition of academic achievement. With appropriate ceremony the college paid homage to Washington Duke, who had died in 1905, with the unveiling of his statue at the commencement of 1908.

For thirty years William Preston Few provided distinguished leadership for the institution. Rarely has an institution changed as dramatically under the tenure of a single president. From 1910 to 1924 Few presided over the development of a particularly strong liberal arts college, and from 1924 until his death in 1940 he directed the successful transition to a complex, research university. In December 1924 longrange planning and a lifetime of family philanthropy culminated in the public announcement of a grand design to aid higher education, hospitals, orphanages, and the Methodist Church in North and South Carolina. Acknowledging the unique opportunity for a new identity presented by acceptance of the terms of the indenture of The Duke Endowment, the Board of Trustees of Trinity College enthusiastically agreed to organize a new institution around Trinity College. The enlarged institution was to be known as Duke University in honor of Washington Duke, benefactor and father of Mary, James Buchanan, and Benjamin Newton, all friends of the college in their own way.

Based upon the solid foundation of Trinity College, the University grew spectacularly. The old campus was rebuilt and opened as the Woman's College in 1930, and another campus was erected one mile to the west. The curriculum expanded and succeeding graduation programs noted new degrees: B.D. and M.Ed. in 1927, Ph.D. in 1928, and LL.B. in 1929. The M.D. joined the list in 1932, and a B.S. in Engineering in 1933, a B.S. in Nursing in 1936, and a Master of Forestry in 1939. In 1938 in only its fourteenth year as a university, Duke became the thirty-fourth member of the prestigious Association of American Universities. The membership currently includes only 51 research universities.

The location of the graduation exercises themselves reflects the changing nature of the University. First held in Craven Memorial Auditorium on East Campus, they were moved to West Campus in 1931 and held successively in Page Auditorium and in the outdoor and indoor stadiums. Special ceremonies at commencement have included the laying of the cornerstone of the Gothic campus in 1928, the first use of the Chapel and the inaugural carillon and organ recitals in 1932, and the unveiling of the statue of James B. Duke in 1935. The exigencies of World War II required the awarding of degrees during the year in special ceremonies in a variety of locations.

Today's ceremonies reflect the interest of more recent presidents in combining tradition and innovation. President Douglas M. Knight directed special attention to the University's highest degree with the adoption of official academic regalia with a distinctive design and blue color for the Ph.D. degree. The mace and chain were authorized at the same time, but were first used in 1970 at the inauguration of President Terry Sanford. In 1972 the degree of Master of Business Administration, the last curriculum recommend- ed by James B. Duke, joined the list of degrees awarded by Duke University. With ever-increasing participation by graduates and attendance by relatives and friends, President Sanford pursued new ways to continue a single university-wide convocation of undergraduate and graduate and professional school students which would still maintain traditional exercises. In a unique format baccalaureate services are offered three times, and the commencement exercises have now returned to an outdoor setting, first to Wallace Wade Stadium in 1974, to the East Campus quadrangle in 1980, and in 1984 back to the Stadium. Today President Keohane, installed on October 23, 1993, as eighth president of the University and thirteenth president of the institution, presides over her ninth commencement.

As noted by the Board of Trustees in 1924, "The institution has already had three names, and it has not always occupied its present site ... But through all this outward change it has kept one soul, it has been guided by the same controlling ideals. Now it changes again to meet changing conditions." The traditions of graduation bind the University to all that has gone before. While guided by the motto Eruditio et Religio for one hundred and forty-three years, the University continues "to change to meet changing conditions."